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Foreword
Business Transformation: Promising Practices for Social and Affordable Housing
in Canada
Canada’s social housing sector is in a period of unprecedented change nationally, provincially
and locally. Expiring operating agreements, aging buildings, limited new programs and
resources to build new social housing for low income populations, and lack of affordable
housing are among the main pressures facing our housing system and communities. These
cumulative challenges call for nothing short of a fundamental shake-up of the sector and new
ways of doing business now and into the future.
Recognizing the need to turn these challenges into opportunities for business transformation,
Housing Partnership Canada (HPC) commissioned this research study. It explores emerging
business practices and new approaches with regard to the development, operation and
sustainability of social housing in Canada.
HPC is a collaboration of Canada’s housing leaders that have demonstrated a commitment to
innovation and change in the sector. Linking with the International Housing Partnership (IHP)
network of housing organizations from the USA, Canada, Australia and the UK, HPC seeks to
share innovations and seek common solutions to improve, adapt, and expand our businesses to
better serve our communities. The commonality of housing issues internationally is striking, and
there is recognition across these networks that housing organizations need to be more
innovative, commercial and/or diversify their business, requiring a transform their business
models.
This research study, the first of its kind in Canada, has identified examples of new business
practices and transformation that are nothing short of inspirational. The findings and case
studies describe a housing sector that is finding a renewed focus on cost efficiency and growth,
leveraging leadership competencies, emphasizing innovation and enterprise, and enabling and
facilitating a strong non-profit sector.
In Canada, we are witnessing an emerging culture of innovation, social entrepreneurship and a
tolerance for risk taking. There is a clear business imperative for change and the sector is
responding with an innovative and entrepreneurial mindset, shifting towards social purpose, or
for purpose business models. Of importance, this research has demonstrated that
transformation is starting to occur at the political and policy levels, matched with a strong drive
on the part of housing organizations to meet their mandate and create value for communities.
As with our international counterparts, housing organizations are seeking to become less
dependent on government funding and more focused on leveraging their own resources. On the
government side, policy-makers and regulators in many parts of the country are increasingly
showing leadership through enabling a strong sector with the capacity and environment needed
to transform.
On behalf of the HPC, I encourage you to take a look at the study findings to appreciate the
breadth and depth of change occurring in the housing sector. Recognizing the diversity of
Canada’s housing sector, it may stimulate thinking and ideas that may be applicable for your
organization. I also hope this research will open up a much-needed dialogue about the change
in the Canadian social and affordable housing sector and what the future might look like.
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In closing, I would like to sincerely thank the participants in this project for so generously
providing their contributions and sharing their ideas, expertise, enthusiasm and time to this
research initiative.

Shayne Ramsay
Chair of Housing Partnership Canada and Chief Executive Officer of BC Housing
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
For the social sector organizational greatness comes from “gathering the
right people; recognizing that success or failure depends on what you
decide, not what happens to you; and holding dear to your values while you
practice your progressive adventurous side. That’s when the fire is born.”
Best Selling Business Author, Jim Collins, Good to Great and the Social Sector, 2005

This research report was commissioned by Housing Partnership Canada (HPC) to explore
emerging new business practices and innovation in Canada’s social housing system. Based on
a survey and a series of interviews, mainly with the organizations CEO, case studies were
examined to document and understand the extent to which social housing organizations,
including both funder/regulators and providers, are innovating. The report provides and
overview of the types of new business practices that have emerged to date.
Included in this report in Appendix A is a valuable literature review that provides insight on how
social and affordable housing organizations are evolving, internationally and in Canada. In
addition, the review also addresses organizational change in the social sector.
A key finding in the literature is that many non-profit housing providers have merged their
traditional social service programmatic functions with more entrepreneurial, revenue-generating
activities. In the academic housing literature, these transformations have been labeled as
hybridity. 1
For our purposes, the cases identified four types of business transformation strategies that are
being pursued by housing organizations:
1. Cost efficiency and growth
2. Drawing on core competencies
3. Innovation and new enterprise
4. Enabling and facilitating
These strategies are adopted to expand activities into new areas of business, scaling up
operations, and strategically managing and leveraging assets. The fourteen cases included in
Section 3 ‘Findings’ of this report describe and explain in more detail the activities and
strategies adopted by housing organizations.

Case Studies
The case studies reveal that there are large variations in context and approach across the
organizations profiled—each seems to have found itself, discovering its own version of
innovation and adaptation. But perhaps reflecting constraints and culture of the broader
1

Here, in hybridity, the concept of “more businesslike” refers to management practices that
emphasize generating and reinvesting surpluses, rather than simply receiving and administering
public subsidy.
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regulatory and funding environment, most of the innovations and practices identified are
relatively modest in scale.
Notwithstanding, the case study organizations are exploring and implementing ways to
commodify their expertise – selling services in marketable expertise, which their roles as social
housing developers and property managers have enabled them to develop. Some have taken
bold risks and have expanded business practices through lucrative social enterprises which in
turn has resulted in selling services and commodifying on the provision of service delivery
beyond housing. Becoming self-sustaining for several of the organizations has been the impetus
for mobilizing expanded business practice through social enterprises. They are also exploring
and implementing practices to draw on accumulated asset equity.
The organizations reviewed as case studies in this report are becoming social entrepreneurs,
mixing their traditional approaches and roles (effectively delivering programs, with government
funding) with new activities. They are becoming less dependent on government funding and
more focused on creating or drawing on their own resources (both human and capital assets).

Transition
Fujiwara (2013) succinctly frames this transition as one that is moving from an era of top-down
regulation and directed (program) investment towards greater autonomy and diversity. With this
latter approach, housing providers generate and invest their self-generated capital.
In examining this concept of hybridity in social organizations, Blessing (2012) cites research that
identifies the more recent transition of not-for-profit housing providers as social entrepreneurs,
and an important characteristic of these transitioning organizations:
“Rather than relying on state subsidies, these organizations use limited state support to lever
private development capital and to pursue commercial profits for social ends” (Blessing, 2012)
This, to a large degree, encapsulates the type of change that we are beginning to see in the
Canadian social housing sector. All of the case study organizations have recognized that the
scale of funding today is much lower than it was when most of these organizations started out;
but they also recognize that in order to meet the housing needs of very low income families and
individuals, there remains a role for public subsidy. The new initiatives that they are trying to
pursue seek to complement and extend the impact of what most expect will continue to be
limited funding.
While the case studies reveal that these organizations are broadening their scope of activities
this more often than not involved augmenting their ongoing core activities. The identified
practices and activities are neither displacing, nor replacing traditional roles.
The organizations are not so much transforming as they are evolving and adapting to the new
operating environment in which they will have to survive (minimal new funding and expiring
federal subsidies and agreements).
And as part of this evolution, most are remaining firmly committed to their core values and
mission (providing housing opportunities to low- and moderate-income households in need).
Schein (2010) underlines the need to articulate and recommit to organizational values during
periods of change, as a way to keep organizations grounded.
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The case studies were done mainly on providers (or societies in BC), but also included two
funder/regulators (BC Housing and Manitoba Housing). These latter two organizations play a
key role, as they define the system within which the providers operate. Policies that enable and
encourage creativity (and some degree of managed risk) are critical. Traditionally, government
regulators have focused extensively on rules compliance and avoiding risk. In Ontario,
municipalities perform the funding regulator role, and in some cases also own municipal housing
corporations, and here we see a similar reluctance to take risks. As such, they can act to
constrain and stifle innovation.
It is difficult to evoke change within the system without changing (or augmenting) the system
itself. The two provincial organizations appear willing though; and are trying to move the
goalposts to provide an enabling and facilitative framework that allows and encourages
providers to push the envelope and to take reasonable risks. Going forward, it is critical that the
federal-provincial-territorial peers and municipalities similarly adjust and create the environment
needed to innovate and evolve.
While this small sample of case studies suggest that some social housing organizations are
innovating and evolving, it is not clear that the new practices they reflect are being widely
adopted across the sector. Although not the objective of this research, a more systematic and
comprehensive study that included all housing providers across Canada may provide a better
picture of the extent to which small and large housing providers are innovating. Noteworthy, the
characteristics of the community based social housing sector in Canada, with many small single
project providers that continue to serve a valuable purpose even at small scale, may in fact limit
undertaking business transformation activities. It raises the issue if they should be expected to
emulate the activities of providers that have created the foundation and have the motivation to
transform their business in a purposeful way.
The literature suggests that successful organizations are an outcome of both strong leadership,
gathering the right people and expertise together and a culture that embraces and tolerates risk.
The case studies themselves confirm that this has been an important factor in these fourteen
organizations.

Scale
Well-functioning and effective societies often have achieved a scale that facilitates greater
efficiency. With scale comes a capacity to hire more professional staff and to take on newer
activities, such as redevelopment and intensification.
One of the largest challenges confronting the social-affordable housing sector in Canada is the
lack of scale and professionalism and the implications this has for developing leadership skills
and the expertise to lead change. Without organizations of sufficient scale to support
professionals and an executive team, it is hard to develop and retain the type of leadership and
critical supporting expertise that is needed to help transform more organizations in this sector
from good to great.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Housing Partnership Canada (HPC) commissioned this research report to explore emerging
new business practices and innovation in Canada’s social housing system. HPC is a
collaboration of some of Canada’s larger housing organizations and operates as a peer based
network and business cooperative for senior housing practitioners of influential organizations,
which have a demonstrated commitment to innovation.
HPC’s interest in this research topic is stimulated by the changing environment in which social
housing providers (non-profit and co-operative corporations) are operating. Most were created
as vehicles to deliver publicly funded social housing to help low and moderate income
households and as such were dependent on public subsidy. Providers learned how to access
this funding and to build subsidized housing within a program context. More recently such
program funding has been much more modest and output minimal (fewer than 10,000 new
affordable units annually) and not as deeply targeted as were earlier programs. In addition,
these older long-term subsidies have begun to end, alongside the maturing of mortgages and
operating agreements.
The end of subsidy for some is a serious challenge; but for many providers it presents new
options. Many find themselves owning valuable debt-free assets and with newfound freedom,
no longer constrained by operating agreements (e.g. can refinance, no longer have to report in
detail).

Other Jurisdictions
HPC members and others have become aware of different funding and regulatory arrangements
in other countries and the emergence of what are seen as more entrepreneurial approaches in
the Netherlands, UK, the US and more recently Australia. This involves less dependence on
government subsidy while using existing rental cash flows and assets in a more disciplined
manner.
In these other countries, traditional social service agencies and landlords have changed or
expanded their practices, added new activities and in effect evolved and transformed into social
entrepreneurs. While retaining a social policy purpose, namely to provide housing to those
unable to afford market rates, many of these agencies are exploring and implementing new
ways to do business, including ways to lever existing assets and cash flows and to generate
new sources of non-government revenues, with the goal of being more sustainable and less
dependent on public subsidy.
With the emerging new operating environment in Canada, HPC believes there is a similar need
for Canada’s social housing sector to evolve and transform. The impetus for change includes:
lack of sustained government funding and ongoing operating dollars; pressures related to an
aging housing stock, changing demographics; increased targeting and more disadvantaged
tenant populations and expiring operating agreements. While there is some early evidence of
such transformation, in Canada this remains nascent.
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This limited change may be influenced in part by a policy and funding environment in Canada
that is generally less conducive to supporting growth, innovation and sustainability of housing
organizations. There is also a concern that many providers in the social housing sector are not
yet making the appropriate adaptations to meet the challenges being faced today and tomorrow.
Nevertheless, some organizations, including funders/regulators and providers are already
experimenting with new approaches, enabling policies and business practices. Transformation
is beginning to occur as government, housing organizations and providers seek to respond to
challenges they are facing. Some are trying new approaches and exploring revenue generating
business activities as a way of addressing problems, using for purpose or social purpose
business models, especially problems that cannot be adequately addressed with status quo,
public funded approaches.

1.1 Scope of Research
This research initiative aimed to learn about the successful innovations and the types of
business practices that foster business transformation in Canada’s social and affordable
housing sector. While it is believed that new practices and approaches are being implemented
by providers and sector stakeholders, no publicly-available compilation of these initiatives
currently exists.
The objectives of this research were to:
1) identify and document promising new practices, processes and innovations being
implemented by providers and sector stakeholders in Canada
2) draw on case studies as examples to examine in more detail the strategies and
practices implemented by organizations in relation to the business transformation
agenda
3) identify key or common elements that can be applied to different providers and
stakeholder organizations across Canada
It is the intention of this HPC to increase awareness in the sector about transformational
possibilities, options and change in the Canadian housing sector. The research demonstrates
practical solutions, and the principles and strategies that could guide change.

1.2 Structure of the Report
The report is divided into four key sections. The introduction and research approach including
case study selection is described in Section 1 and 2. The findings are articulated in more detail
in Section 3 and address the types of business transformation strategies pursued by
organizations followed by a detailed description of each of the fourteen case studies.
Concluding observations are articulated in the last section. Appendix A includes an international
and Canadian literature review. Appendix B is a summary of the thirty-three housing
organizations in Canada that were surveyed in the study.
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2. RESEARCH APPROACH
This research incorporated a three-pronged approach. Firstly literature was gathered through an
environmental scan and a content review was undertaken to determine the extent to which new
practices are emerging in the social/affordable housing sector internationally and in Canada.
The review also extended to content specific to organizational change. The results of this review
are summarized in Appendix A. Secondly; a survey 2 was distributed through key social housing
networks (namely, members of the HPC, the Canadian Housing and Renewal Association
(CHRA), and the Housing Services Corporation (HSC) with the purpose of capturing new
approaches and practices among social housing funders and providers. This process was an
initial canvassing of potential examples, from which most promising examples were then
selected as case studies. After the specific case studies were identified the third approach
included interviews conducted with housing organization representatives to better understand
the organization’s governance, leadership and culture to enable supporting new practices. Also
addressed through the interviews were how organizations manage risk.

2.1 Case Studies
In total, 33 organizations responded to the survey, including 2 funder/regulator, 3 organizations
that perform both a funding-regulator and provider role and 28 providers. Appendix B is a
snapshot of the 33 housing organizations that participated in the survey. It also includes the
type of new and/or expanded activities the organization is engaged in and whether structural
changes have been undertaken to accommodate business transformation practices. Although
this is not a statistically representative sample, it did generate a cross section of potential cases.
The majority were larger organizations, already at scale (18 have over 1,000 units). Only three
with fewer than 100 units participated.

2

The survey instrument was distributed both in English and French.
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There was a strong western showing in responses, with BC and Alberta both well represented.
The largest number of respondents was from Ontario (possibly since the project sponsor, HPC,
has a strong base of members invited through survey) and very few responses from Québec
and the Atlantic provinces. Eight of the 33 responses came from Aboriginal organizations, as
many of the Aboriginal programs and their operating agreements have ended, or are about to
end very soon, and the organizations have had to address significant operational issues.

Almost all have taken on at some new activity outside of the traditional social housing provider
role. Over half (22) feel they have significantly expanded activities, while one-third (9)
characterized their new activity as smaller, incremental additions to their ongoing social housing
role. Most of the larger municipal non-profits fell into this latter category, suggesting that public
ownership may impact ability to innovate.
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In terms of the type of new activity, the largest category of responses involved property sale or
acquisition, with one-third identifying redevelopment activities (implying a conscious effort to
rationalize asset holdings). Just under one-third of respondents were seeking to augment
revenues by expanding into new business ventures – selling professional services to other
organizations or other non-social housing activity, such as building homes for sale. Three
organizations had reviewed their housing stock and have sold less desirable homes, and have
used the income to invest in new affordable housing units, including creating affordable
homeownership options for tenants. Other organizations are developing more mixed income
type projects to facilitate self-subsidization.

Twelve identified a range of other entrepreneurial commercial activities, including partnering to
build condominiums for sale and using the proceeds of sale to fund their non-profit operations,
investing in commercial property and selling professional services and developing mixed income
projects. Two organizations in particular through social enterprises have expanded their
business activities. These have included purchasing a retail mall, establishing a pharmacy,
purchasing a warehouse to house contractors and trades people, providing residential and
commercial landscaping services and an Aboriginal arts boutique hotel. These expanded
services provide additional benefits for the organizations beyond their goal of sustaining and
creating affordable housing.
As part of these transitions, organizations have altered their structure— some merging or
adding other small (usually failing) projects into their portfolio, as well as creating subsidiary
business entities. Through subsidiary entities varying transformation activities are undertaken
such as social enterprises and diversification into innovative entrepreneurial activity (e.g.
purchase of a mall).
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While there has been a modest expansion of activity, respondents also noted some constrains
that prevent them from proceeding with new approaches or activities. Just over one-third (13
respondents) said the constraint was lack of cash resources or funding to proceed; policy and
regulatory constraints were noted but impacted only five respondents, while internal resistance
(at the board level) was noted by only one provider.

2.2 Case Study Selection
From the initial 33 survey responses, the results were shared with the project Advisory
Committee and in consultation with the research team a sample of case studies for follow-up
were identified. Fourteen organizations 3 were selected as case studies to further explore the
nature of new business activities and practices, the motivation for change and some of the
consequences of change. The cases selected were primarily those that indicated that they had
implemented significant new initiatives (many indicated that while they have expanded some
activities there were not significant or large initiatives, so these were not prioritized). An effort
was also made to include a cross section that included different regions of Canada. The
selected case studies are analyzed in more detail in Section 3.3 of this report.
Of the 14 selected organizations, two are funding/regulatory organizations (BC Housing and
Manitoba Housing) — chosen to explore how changing government culture can influence and
enable system change by the funder/regulator. The remaining twelve organizations were
selected in order to explore the types of practices being implemented as reported through the
survey, and to provide a national cross section of organizations undertaking the following
activities:
A. Expanding activities into new areas of business
B. Scaling up operations

3

An additional two MNPs in Ontario were interviewed, but these did not yield sufficient material
for detailed case studies.
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C. Strategically managing and leveraging assets
D. Government Culture
Table 1 lists the housing organizations that were selected as case studies and indicates the
type of business transformation change or practice underway in these organizations; and
identifies the strategic transformation classification that each of the cases fall under.

Table 1: Selected Case Studies
Organization
Atira Women’s
Resource Society
Wood Buffalo
Housing &
Development
Corporation
M'akola Group of
Societies

Prov

BC

AB

BC
Housing Alternatives
Inc.

NB

Capital Region
Housing Corp
(Edmonton)

AB

Centretown Citizens
Ottawa Corporation
ON
Affordable Housing
Society
Société d’habitation
et de développement
de Montréal (SHDM)
Manitoba Housing

BC

QC

MAN
BC Housing
BC

Type of Business
Transformation Change or
practice

New
business

Entered into new business
partnership, Created a
subsidy organization

√

Active asset management;
land development role and
active in market sector

√

Merged/amalgamated with
other organization, Entered
into new business
partnership, Created a
subsidy organization
Selling property management
services; initiating a land
bank to aggregate assets.
Created a business unit to
sell financial management
services to other providers;
Building equity base by
investing reserves in new
development
Created a development
corporation to sell
development consulting
services; undertaken assisted
ownership since 1996
Expanding portfolio through
strategic acquisition of PIDs &
societies seeking to wind
down.
Created a new
homeownership development
program
Organizational reengineering
to reduce waste and
inefficient practices
Revising policies to enable
providers to strengthen asset
base and become more self
sufficient

√

Scaling
up

√
√
√

√

√

Gov't
culture

√

√
√

Strategic
assets

√
√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√
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Haldimand Norfolk
Housing Corp.
ON
Namerind Housing
Corporation

SASK

Lynnhaven Society
BC

Vancouver Native
Housing Society

BC

Selling property management
services to other NP’s; using
technology software to
enhance efficiency and
service to residents
Pursued social enterprise
opportunities, where profits
are used to sustain and
expand affordable housingResting Place Lodge,
purchase of a retail mall,
installation of solar panels.
Selling of less desirable
stock, purchased 19
condominiums; created a
development corporation.
Partnership with private
developer- affordable housing
model of mico-suites. Moved
from RGI rent structure to
charging rent to crosssubsidize some units.
Entered into new business
lines- established a boutique
hotel, Aboriginal arts hotel,
Two social enterprises.

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
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3. FINDINGS
3.1 BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION STRATEGIES
In reviewing the selected fourteen case studies and how organizations identified and
implemented new practices, it becomes clear that most of these arose as a result of a
purposeful strategic approach, often developed through strategic and organizational planning
and through new ideas being imported through their leadership teams.
Drawing on the insights of Porter (1980) it is possible to look across the 14 cases to identify
different clusters of adopted strategies. While Porter was writing in the context of competitive
position for business success, the housing organizations profiled here are not so much trying to
position themselves for increased market share and profit as much as they are seeking to
become more self-reliant and less dependent on public funding.
They are more inward looking (survival approach) rather than outwardly competing. Indeed, we
see an element of collaboration in initiatives that involve selling core services to other non-profit
agencies or efforts by government agencies to strengthen the non-profit sector as a win-win for
the sector.
The cases suggest that four types of business transformation strategies are being pursued:

Types of Business Transformation Strategies

Strategy 1:
Cost Efficiency and
Growth

Strategy 2:
Levering Core
Competencies

Strategy 3:
Innovation and
Enterprise

Strategy 4:
Enabling and
Facilitating

9

Table 2 presents these strategies and extracts key words and phrases from the case studies to
illustrate how the different organizations have implemented different approaches.

Table 2: Business Transformation Strategies used in the Case Study

1. Cost Efficiency and Growth

2. Levering Core
Competencies

Do more with less (“lean”)

Improve effectiveness

Doing more with the same resources

Do more with same resources

Enhance economies of scale (“small is
unsustainable”)

Absorb underperforming providers

Merge/acquire in order to grow
Follow program rules (but more efficiently or
revise rules where possible)

Continual improvement (“Kaizen”)
Adopt private sector techniques and
discipline

Add to internal capacity

Use/sell expertise in key areas to generate
new revenues

3. Innovation and Enterprise

4. Enabling and Facilitating

Expand into new activities

Change the policy environment

Adaptive/opportunistic/innovative/

Influence or revise the “rules of the game”

Entrepreneurial - create “marketable” services

Transfer asset ownership to NP
community sector

“Self-sustainability” (cross subsidize)
“Autonomous business oriented social enterprise”
“Expanding profitable business lines”

Strengthen and support community NP
sector
Push/test boundaries of policy

“Creating separate subsidiaries”
“Divest assets and optimize portfolio”
“Embracing technology”

The cases in Section 3.3 describe and explain the activities and strategies in more detail. Table
3 provides a snapshot of the selected organizations and their alignment with the strategies
identified. This section highlights some of the practices and outcomes under each strategy.
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Table 3: Organization Alignment with Business Transformation Strategies

1. Cost Efficiency and Growth
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Affordable Housing Society, BC
M’akola Societies , BC
Manitoba Housing, MB
Wood Buffalo Housing & Development
Corp., AB
Haldimand Norfolk Housing Corp., ON
Namerind Housing Corporation, Sask
Lynnhaven Society, BC

3. Innovation and Enterprise
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.

Atira Resource Society, BC
Capital Region Housing Corp., AB
Centretown Citizens Ottawa Corp, ON
Housing Alternatives Inc., NB
Société d’habitation et de développement
de Montréal, QC
Vancouver Native Housing Society, BC
Namerind Housing Corporation, Sask
Lynnhaven Society, BC

2. Levering Core Competencies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Affordable Housing Society, BC
Capital Region Housing Corp, AB
Centretown Citizens Ottawa Corp, ON
Société d’habitation et de
développement de Montréal, QC
Housing Alternatives Inc., NB
M’akola Societies, BC
Namerind Housing Corporation, Sask

4. Enabling and Facilitating
•
•

BC Housing, BC
Manitoba Housing, AB

Cost Efficiency and Growth

One respondent pursuing cost efficiency and growth is the Affordable Housing Society has
expanded its portfolio from 2,200 to 3,500 homes, mainly through acquiring assets from
underperforming societies. Their competitive advantage is their focus on core competency and
focus on efficiency. They made a deliberate decision not to venture into selling services to other
organizations. As a result of a strong track record in property and asset management, they
became a strategic partner to BC Housing in rescuing failing societies or projects. They see this
form of slow steady growth as key to staying fresh and effective: “If Affordable stayed at the 22
projects/1,250 units it had 20 years ago, we would be quite stale by now”.
Through a process that has embraced new opportunities presented by technology. Haldimand
Norfolk Housing Corporation (HNHC) has become very “tech savvy” and has implemented a
software tool to help manage issues/cases, by adapting a customer relationship management
system and have implemented building automation systems in their apartment buildings which
lessens the requirements for on-site staffing. Property management financial systems, legal
systems, and maintenance work orders managed through a cloud-based program that is now
being migrating to enable enhanced mobile technology features in the near future. This will
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include mobile unit inspections, e-photograph attachments, and e-documentation/notes using
handheld technology.
M’akola Group of Societies have similarly expanded by absorbing other organizations and/or
merged with other housing providers. They have also taken on the management of many units
in different geographical regions of British Columbia. As they absorbed other organizations, they
found it more expedient to simply retain the existing legal entity and substitute the M’akola
Board into the absorbed organization. This has resulted in a group structure, somewhat similar
to the practice in the UK (although those often have separate different boards) and is a unique
structure in Canada. M’akola is also unique in having a broad geographic reach; it operates in a
number of communities throughout most of BC excluding the lower mainland and the south
eastern corner of the province.
Namerind Housing Corporation in light of federal government subsidies decreasing has
intentionally expanded its business practices to enable efficiency and growth to fuel its selfsustaining status. It has managed to increase the number of affordable housing units while also
providing property management responsibilities for smaller non-profit housing providers in the
community. With 350 affordable units, 31 are subsidized through government operating
agreements and the remaining units are subsidized through $1.4million generated through its
social enterprises. In addition, the organization assessed its housing stock, sold less desirable
property and invested the income acquired into new affordable housing units. Namerind
purchased 19 condominiums from a project of 94 units, and has created home ownership
options for its tenants. The housing organization has purchased a piece of land in downtown
Regina which will be redeveloped as a mixed use development (including both affordable
housing and commercial/retail space).
Lynnhaven Society to enable growth and cost efficiency and with an aging asset, took a bold
risk and sold the old site land, using the profits along with a low interest mortgage through BC
Housing’s Community Partnership Initiative to purchase new land , redevelop the site and
create more units. The new development replaces the original 40 unit building for seniors. The
new site has 64 low end market rental units for seniors and people with disabilities, aged 55+
years. The new projects feature two four-storey wood-frame buildings with 32 studio units each.
The project is self-sustaining and achievable through the move from a rent-geared-to-income
rent structure to charging rent at breakeven rates with some renting at very low levels. This has
allowed Lynnhaven to cover its operating costs and cross-subsidize some units.
Manitoba Housing is one of the two funder/regulator organizations examined (although it does
also have a portfolio of provincially owned and managed properties). It has adopted a
continuous improvement practice (Lean Management) that originated in the auto sector, using
this to implement an organization wide efficiency exercise. While seeking to reduce costs, the
exercise is as much about changing corporate culture; it seeks to engage front line staff to be
the drivers of the improvement process, creating value for customers (i.e. community partners
and tenants).
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2.

Levering Core Competencies

Many of the housing providers being studied in the present report have developed expertise in
project development, asset management, property management and ancillary head office
functions – finance and human resources. Many smaller non-profits lack the scale to host such
services in house; as a consequence, some larger organizations have developed the practice of
selling these services to smaller providers on a fee for service basis. Among the cases, Atira
Women’s Resource Society, and Housing Alternatives Inc. have both established property
management subsidiaries and use this activity to both generate new revenues and create
efficiencies in their own organizations (their staff cover a larger portfolio, including outside
clients). Haldimand-Norfolk Housing Corporation has similarly contracted property
management to four small non-profit providers, but without creating a subsidiary. This similarly
spreads fixed costs across a larger portfolio to create efficiencies. With changes in
condominium legislation in Ontario, HNHC is planning to expand these services further, to
provide property management to condominium corporations.
Namerind Housing Corporation has built capacity to take on property management
responsibilities for smaller housing providers, including providing residential and commercial
landscaping services from summer maintenance to snow removal. It also owns a franchise of
“Ground Guys”. In addition, the organization purchased a warehouse that could house a number
of contractors and trades people. While this venture is intended to create another revenue
stream it provides a skilled set of competencies used to maintain existing properties but that is
also marketable as a service.
Centretown Citizens Ottawa Corporation (CCOC) and M’akola have similarly created
subsidiary corporations to provide development consulting services to small providers
undertaking new development (mainly under the Investment in Affordable Housing “IAH” funded
programs, but also including redevelopment and intensification initiatives). SHDM also
supports community based organizations initiatives in various forms, without having created a
subsidiary entity.
Capital Region Housing Corporation (Edmonton) has created a business unit that sells
financial management and payroll services to other non-profit housing management bodies (as
they are called in Alberta).
These approaches add to the sustainability of their organization, which alone may not have a
large enough portfolio or sufficient new development activity in their own organization to justify
the staffing in this area.

3.

Innovation and Enterprise

This label is used to describe new activities that depart from traditional non-profit development
and management. It includes an innovative way of creating new housing using shipping
containers, a ready resource in the port of Vancouver. Atira Women’s Resource Society
pioneered this approach and explored whether this is a cost effective approach to adding
affordable housing. An initial cost benefit analysis suggests that costs are competitive compared
to traditional wood-frame and more cost effective than masonry. Perhaps more important
though is the effect such a creative and novel construction approach had in generating visibility
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for Atira. This has helped in their fundraising activities as well in nurturing partnerships for
additional projects.
Société d’habitation et de développement de Montréal (SHDM) is a municipal housing and
redevelopment agency of the Ville de Montréal. It is unique among social housing providers in
that it operates a significant portfolio (totally 4,700 units) with no ongoing subsidy. It has
reached the point where all of its portfolio, developed under the 2% Section 95 program no
longer receive any subsidy because they have renewed all mortgages below a 2% rate. But
what makes them innovative is their shift into an entirely new area of business: in 2003, SHDM
commenced building affordable homeownership, through a partnership with the Toronto-based
Options for Homes. Since 2003, under this program branded Accès Condos, SHDM has helped
construct 3,600 affordable condominiums for moderate income buyers.
Centretown Citizens Ottawa Corporation (CCOC) have also ventured into the assisted
ownership arena, albeit on a smaller scale than SHDM, to date completing 1 project (30 units)
experimenting with a guaranteed equity model that sought to preserve affordability in any future
resale. They are now exploring market based ownership development with the goal of
generating new revenues to cross subsidize their targeted rental portfolio.
As a development corporation, Wood Buffalo Housing & Development Corporation buys and
develops land in order to both create affordable housing and to serve broader community need.
In this role, they have developed an industrial park, commercial space and a residential
subdivision (for ownership). Profits generated from these land development activities have been
reinvested to create housing – and some 100 of their units were fully funded without F/P grants,
using only internally generated capital surplus from these activities.
Capital Region Housing Corporation (CRHC) has been successful in using its efficient
affordable housing operations to help generate an operating surplus (roughly $1 million
annually). It has used the retained earnings as equity investment in developing new units under
the affordable housing program (IAH) and avoided any development loans. These debt-free
assets provide a solid balance sheet that will enable CRHC to undertake additional
development with little or no subsidy.
Namerind Housing Corporation has taken on several new innovative social enterprises. In
fact, the revenue generated from its social enterprises has been pumped back into subsidizing
units. Through its first social enterprise, the housing organization operates a Rest Place Lodge,
suites are rented. Namerind purchased a retail mall further installing solar panels on the roof of
the mall to generate energy for the mall and save money that is then reinvested into affordable
housing. In addition, it owns a pharmacy co-located near the medical clinic in the mall.
Vancouver Native Housing Society through its two social enterprises has created profitable
returns through its operation of a boutique hotel (Skwachàys Lodge) and Canada’s first
Aboriginal arts hotel. This has enabled a supportive housing project with 24 units for Aboriginal
artists who were homelessness or at-risk-of homelessness to be self-sustaining. These kinds of
innovation and enterprises are becoming more inherent in the business practice of the
organization. It has been successful at meeting a social purpose, expanding business practice
and demonstrated social return on investment including revenue generation.
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4.

Enabling and Facilitating

Both of the funding-regulator agencies profiled (e.g. Manitoba Housing and BC Housing)
have implemented new practices to assist their non-profit community partners strengthen their
capacity for new initiatives. In BC Housing’s case, this has extended to transferring ownership of
land assets to the non-profit societies who had operated only with a lease on the land.
Transferring title and full ownership creates greater flexibility to leverage these assets as well as
a stronger incentive to invest in asset management.
In addition to these “funder initiatives”, Housing Alternatives Inc. in New Brunswick is seeking
to establish a land bank for the purpose of reducing neighbourhood blight and providing
affordable infill housing, while enhancing neighbourhoods and building strong communities.

3.2 ANCILLARY FACTORS
The strategies outlined in the previous sections associated with the organizations are not
mutually exclusive (most of the cases include some each). But whichever one is the dominant
strategy, it must be supported by the ancillary factors, namely: leadership, governance, culture,
staff expertise and risk management. Ideally, these should all be mutually reinforcing. In this
way the organization can use resources efficiently in pursuit of a selected strategy and also
generate commitment and provide a clearer vision throughout the organization. A clear strategy
reinforced by a consistent pattern of actions also provides internal and external stakeholders
with opportunities to engage with the implementation process. The ancillary factors are
explained further.

3.2.1 Critical Role of Leadership
The research found that new initiatives and innovations in each of the cases tended to have
been initiated and led primarily by the CEO (and/or senior staff team). This is consistent with
Collins’ research on great organizations. He found that the key to greatness is leadership:
“Every good-to-great company in our study had a leader from [the Level 5] school of
management at the helm in the pivotal years”. The key five leadership qualities (levels)
Collins identified are: individual capability; team skills; managerial competence; leadership
and traditionally conceived and an extra dimension (level 5): a paradoxical blend of personal
humility and professional will. The case studies found all of these qualities in the leadership
of the profiled organizations.

3.2.3 Board Governance
While leadership and new ideas have generally originated with the CEO, Boards have
provided valuable advice and guidance and been especially effective in ensuring
appropriate risk management so that new initiatives did not harm the organization. Rather
than lead change and initiate new practices, the boards of these organizations have tended
to stick to their role as governance boards. This has been especially important in managing
the risks inherent in new types of activity, especially those involving complex new real estate
transactions outside of government-funded programs.
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3.2.4 Organizational Culture
While the case study organizations were found to be exploring and adopting new practices
and activities, most have retained a strong attachment to their core values and mission –
predominantly focused on helping low-moderate income households achieve affordable
housing. As Collins has also noted, adopting a greater focus and a more disciplined
approach does not mean foregoing the core values that underpin social sector organizations.
To some extent, work culture in traditional provider organizations has been influenced by the
programmatic framework under which most organizations and staff have for many years
operated—for example, the extensive and detailed reporting associated with publically
funded programs, and lack of incentive to be efficient (when a dollar saved results in a dollar
reduction in subsidy). There is clearly room to reform and improve business practice, and
the Manitoba Lean process is a good example of how this can be done. Manitoba Housing
initially encountered some resistance to their new Lean initiative in part due to the traditional
nature of provincial public sector bureaucracy, but these concerns were addressed through
continuous communication and a concerted effort to actively engage staff in the change
process.
While providers might also begin to explore ways to refine business process, much of this
leadership must come from the funder regulatory agency that establishes the operating and
reporting framework. The BC case suggests that BC Housing is seeking to do this in working
to strengthen and provide greater autonomy and responsibility to providers.
Among providers, Centretown Citizens Ottawa Corporation and Namerind Housing
Corporaiton stands out as organizations that identifies as a community- based landlord, and
while taking advantage of government programs and serving a low-income community, it
does not see itself as a social service delivery agency. It operates as a financially competent
business and social enterprise.
Another aspect of organizational culture is the capacity and tolerance for managed risktaking. Organizations like Atira and Namerind stand out for their innovative models,
underpinned by a willingness to take some measured risks. Conversely, we found a much
lower tolerance for risk among municipal based organizations, especially those with strong
political oversight (Ontario), resulting in only modest levels of innovation and less evidence
of entrepreneurial activities.

3.2.5 Staff Expertise
As highlighted in the opening quote in the Introduction from Jim Collins, organizational
greatness comes from “gathering the right people”. As the type of activities evolve, and as there
is a greater emphasis on self-generated revenues from levering assets, there is a need to
recruit appropriate skills sets. Many of the case studies noted that recent recruitment and hiring
has tended to emphasize new skills sets. There is a greater emphasis on technical skills (asset
management, building sciences, capital planning) rather than the backgrounds that were more
prominent in the past, such as social workers (especially in the post-1994 period when there
has been less development activity and a creep toward a more disadvantaged tenant profile
requiring more resident service tenancy support functions).
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Many organizations seeking the more technical building science skills have tended to hire from
the private sector, and to some extent this is having an influence on the values and culture of
organizations. It tends to bring a more entrepreneurial approach to the job, which can help
organizations re-engineer their business processes.
The representatives from the government agencies noted an increasing emphasis on strategic
thinking and negotiating skills in their recruitment. Another trend is toward hiring a younger welleducated cohort to quickly learn on the job. Many come with a strong sense of social justice (a
CCOC core value).

3.3 CASE STUDIES
In this section, the fourteen case studies are addressed in more detail. For each case a
background is provided about the housing organization (i.e., its history, size and mission); its
new business practices and initiatives followed by a description of the governance, leadership
and culture that has evolved to support new practices. Also described is how organizations are
managing risk and the staff skills that are required to build capacity in the area of business
transformation.
The case studies are described in next few sections in the following order:

CASE STUDY 1:

AFFORDABLE HOUSING SOCIETY, VANCOUVER

CASE STUDY 2:

ENABLING SYSTEM CHANGE THROUGH POLICY REFORM – BC
HOUSING

CASE STUDY 3:

CENTRETOWN CITIZENS OTTAWA CORPORATION (CCOC),
ONTARIO

CASE STUDY 4:

HOUSING ALTERNATIVES INC. (SAINT JOHN, NB)

CASE STUDY 5:

MANITOBA HOUSING

CASE STUDY 6:

WOOD BUFFALO HOUSING & DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION,
FORT MCMURRAY ALBERTA

CASE STUDY 7:

SOCIÉTÉ D’HABITATION ET DE DÉVELOPPEMENT DE
MONTRÉAL (SHDM)

CASE STUDY 8:

CAPITAL REGION HOUSING CORPORATION, EDMONTON

CASE STUDY 9:

M'AKOLA GROUP OF SOCIETIES, VICTORIA

CASE STUDY 10:

ATIRA WOMEN’S RESOURCE SOCIETY, VANCOUVER, BC

CASE STUDY 11:

HALDIMAND NORFOLK HOUSING CORPORATION, ONTARIO
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CASE STUDY 12:

NAMERIND HOUSING CORPORATION, REGINA

CASE STUDY 13:

VANCOUVER NATIVE HOUSING SOCIETY, VANCOUVER

CASE STUDY 14:

LYNNHAVEN SOCIETY, ABBOTSFORD
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CASE STUDY 1: AFFORDABLE HOUSING SOCIETY, VANCOUVER

Business Transformation activity:

Scaling up operations, strategically managing and leveraging
assets

“I think that to succeed in today's world you need to continually get better. You don't get
better by staying the same, so achieving growth is pretty much essential if you want to
succeed. If Affordable stayed at the 22 projects/1,250 units it had 20 years ago, we would
be quite stale by now.”

Bob Nicklin, CEO, Affordable Housing Society
Context
Affordable Housing Society (AHS) is a private non-profit society that was established in the
Vancouver lower mainland in 1982 in response to the federal non-profit housing program. As
such they can be described as a “traditional provider:”—created specifically to develop and
manage housing for low-moderate income families and seniors under government programs.
Over the years they have remained focused on their core function – providing subsidized
affordable housing – eschewing ancillary activities such as assisting other societies with
development, or offering property management services to others, remaining primarily a
landlord. They have also made a conscious decision to not take on responsibility for providing
support services (in some properties, support services are delivered by other agencies).
Thus the trademark of AHS has been to stay focused on core competencies and perform these
well.
It is this focus on property management excellence together with a strong motivation to better
meet the needs of lower income tenants that has enabled AHS to expand in recent years
through the acquisition of properties.
Between 1982 and 2001, AHS developed (and in a few cases acquired and rehabilitated) 2,200
homes using CMHC, Federal/Provincial and BC Housing subsidy programs.
Since 2001, they have added two new construction projects totaling roughly 360 units, working
in partnership with the City of Vancouver and BC Housing.
A further 1,000 units have been added to their portfolio since 2001 as a result of either takeovers of projects/societies in difficulty or of single project societies who wanted to pass their
property on to someone who would continue to serve low income residents. AHS’s track record
gives these societies the assurance that their legacy will be protected and enhanced.
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Type of business transformation activities
To be more self-sufficient, AHS focuses on what it does best and has not expanded into other
types of activities. It has a strong orientation toward controlling costs and operating efficiently.
For example, while their portfolio has grown by 200% over 20 years, their head office staffing
has grown by 30%. As the size of the portfolio grows at a steady rate, economies of scale and
efficiency are further enhanced.
Some of its existing projects are now reaching the maturity of their federal operating
agreements and will soon be debt free and outside of agreements – what their CEO calls
“Freedom 35”. This will create opportunities to lever existing assets for refurbishment, and
possibly some new development. It will also lower administration and related costs (e.g.
reporting and RGI calculations).
In addition, in a situation unique to BC, many federal-provincial and provincial non-profit projects
were developed with 60-year land-lease arrangements. BC Housing has agreed to negotiate the
transfer of freehold title to societies and AHS is “purchasing” the freehold title to 26 of its
properties. This transaction will be financed by BC Housing with a 35 year loan; BC Housing
will then flow ongoing subsidy to offset loan payments, but will no longer pay any operating or
RGI subsidy once the current agreements expire. AHS will continue to operate as affordable
non-profit housing, but will not be restricted to RGI rents.
With freehold title, AHS will have a vested interest in operating properties well to fully cover
costs, fund capital reserves and undertake necessary capital renewal as the properties age.
They will also be motivated in the full range of asset management considerations rather than
being limited to the time frame of the land lease.
Leaving aside the new financing subsidy related to the land transfer, operating subsidy will
continue to decline (initially on former federal funded properties). However, AHS has
established a sound business plan to operate on a viable sustainable basis. It will not be reliant
on subsidy once the first mortgages are paid off and will, in fact, become increasingly selfsufficient over time.
In short, through sound property management and a focus on core competencies, AHS has
established itself as a sound social enterprise.

Governance and leadership
To the extent that this is a continuation of a long established practice of careful sound
management and does not represent a transformation in focus or mission, this transition did not
encounter ‘push back.’
The Board has supported a policy of steady growth and recognized the benefits of achieving
economies of scale. This reinforces their core mission and focus.
Within a strategic objective of continued growth, the management team has been
opportunistic—taking advantage of offers to acquire other failing or retiring providers when
these made sense within the context of a sound business plan. Similarly the decision to
purchase the residual freehold interest in their leased properties was undertaken only after
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careful consideration and due diligence. Holding the freehold interest makes it possible to
refinance, renew and in some cases potentially redevelop these assets.
Over the years there has been some board turnover and the society has always sought to
recruit for needed board skills while maintaining a good mix of Directors with social policy and
business perspectives.

Culture of organization
The way the organization operates and its organizational culture have not changed in any
significant way. In many respects, AHS was ahead of others in operating as a social purpose
business with careful attention to operating efficiency, especially in those portfolios where the
policy allowed them to retain savings from efficiencies (vs. reducing subsidy).

Managing risk
Affordable Housing Society’s risk is limited insofar as they have remained focused and
disciplined, even when venturing into new initiatives. They have remained geographically
focused on a market they know and understand well. They made a conscious decision many
years ago to not get involved in the provision of support services, in light of the fact that there
are other organizations who are known to do this well. Likewise, they made the decision to not
get involved in providing property management services to others.
So the key variable which they focus on in any new venture is the funding arrangements
(including any operating agreement). AHS appears to take a rather conservative financial
approach and will not undertake a new venture unless there is both a comfortable debt
coverage ratio and a proven market demand. AHS assesses the viability of long-term funding
arrangements (including any governments operating agreements) and will only proceed if
satisfied that the arrangement will work. 4

Staff skills
There is very little staff turn-over, with some additions to accommodate growth. AHS has hired
from the public sector, the private sector and the third sector. Recently they created a Tenant
Liaison position in order to help address their harder-to-house tenants, including seniors aging
in place.

4

In one case where there was some concern about the long-term viability of the funding
arrangement AHS did set up a separate society; over time the funding arrangement has stabilized
and this project operates fine.
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CASE STUDY 2: ENABLING SYSTEM CHANGE THROUGH POLICY
REFORM – BC HOUSING

Business Transformation activity :

Changing government culture; strengthening partnership with the
community providers and strategic asset management

“As the expiry of federal funding approaches, the need for operational flexibility and
entrepreneurism within the non-profit housing sector is increasing. The transfer of selected
assets is a key way that BC Housing is able to respond to and meet this need. “

Shayne Ramsay CEO, BC Housing.
Context
BC Housing is a provincial crown corporation, initially created in 1967 as a vehicle to deliver and
manage public housing. It is an operating agency, separate from the Ministry reporting to a
Minister responsible for Housing. The Ministry’s Office of Housing and Construction Standards
is responsible for policy development.
Over the years its role has evolved from a developer-property manager to a funder and
regulator of Federal-provincial social housing. While it owns and manages 7,200 units of
provincially owned public housing, BC Housing also oversees the subsidies and regulatory
framework under which almost 800 co-operative and non-profit housing providers deliver social
and affordable housing to over 100,000 households. BC Housing also licenses residential
builders and developers who build housing for sale and oversees the new home warranty
system in the province.
As such it sets the operating framework and regulates BC’s social housing system.
BC Housing as an operational crown corporation has historically played a somewhat different
role from housing agencies in other provinces, which are more often internal parts of a ministry.
In addition to funding and administering subsidy to housing providers, BC Housing has since the
1990’s also acted as a technical advisor and enabler of social/affordable housing (and
responses to homelessness). This has included a critical role in financing, where BC Housing is
an approved lender under the National Housing Act, and as such is authorized to issue CMHC
insured loans for social and affordable housing.
In 2006, the province adopted Housing Matters, a comprehensive strategy for reducing
homelessness and ensuring every British Columbian has access to safe, affordable and
appropriate housing. The strategy is broad, covering the full continuum from homelessness to
homeownership (it is not narrowly focused only on affordable housing). At the same time a new
housing allowance program for families was introduced, the Rental Assistance Program
reflecting the direction of government to assist those with affordability issues through direct cash
assistance for acquiring rental housing in the private market.
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Housing Matters was updated in 2014, at which time it added new initiatives to increase the
capacity of non-profit societies, to expand rental assistance in a manner that will give people
more choices, support the renovation of social housing in need of major repairs and build new
units for people with the greatest need.
Adding this focus to its strategic directions represented a continuing effort to support the sector.
The Minister stated the view that non-profit housing providers are best suited to manage the
social housing stock for British Columbians in need. This has established a new mandate for BC
Housing to develop and implement a number of new initiatives specifically directed to
strengthening the role and activities of non-profit providers. This includes plans to gradually
transfer ownership and control of assets to community based non-profit societies and cooperatives.

Type of business transformation activities
In addition to its long standing role in enabling development of new housing (including for
formerly homeless persons) and directly financing new construction and renovation under its
status as an NHA approved lender, BC Housing is now developing and implementing a set of
strategies to transfer ownership of provincially owned assets to the community sector.
BC is somewhat unique in having adopted a policy in the 1990’s that required societies
developing new social-affordable housing to allow the province to purchase the land and
provide it back to the society on a leasehold basis. In part, this approach helped address high
land costs in lower mainland markets because a leasehold interest has a lower cost than
freehold (e.g. 60 year lease often valued at 75% of freehold value). But it was also a strategy to
secure long-term control that would outlive 35 year operating agreements – leases were
typically 60 years.
Such a policy also reflected a desire to ensure these assets would continue as affordable
housing to low-income households once the operating agreements expired. There was a
sentiment that suggested that public ownership provided stronger stewardship. This is contrary
to the position now stated in Housing Matters (2014 update), which recognized a central role of
the community sector as sound stewards.
Another problematic feature of the leasehold arrangement is that it created a disconnect
between ownership of the building (society) and ownership of the land (BC Housing). The lease
arrangement effectively establishes a property management function for the society. Because
they don’t own the asset in later years on the lease there is no incentive to invest in maintaining
and updating the property, since it will revert at the end of the lease. Transferring the residual
freehold ownership to the society changes the incentive structure and helps to ensure better
asset management.
A third aspect is that under a leasehold interest, especially one into the latter half of the lease it
is very difficult for societies to secure private financing to undertake any capital renewal (should
then have the incentive or desire to do so).
So one recent initiative being implemented by BC Housing is to sell the freehold interest to the
lease holding societies. This involves financing the value of the residual freehold (based on
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appraised value) through a direct loan amortized over 35 years. BC Housing then provides a
loan agreement under which it provides subsidy equal to the loan payments for 35 years. This
effectively transfers the asset to the society at no cost, but with the quid pro quo that once the
existing operating agreement and subsidy matures the society will be responsible for all ongoing
operating costs and any ongoing internal rent subsidy. Because this involves mixed income
programs there are positive cash flows from market and quasi market units which offset lower
rents in subsidized units to facilitate breakeven or positive operating income.
A related but separate initiative involves the sale of older BC housing assets (public housing) to
societies. These are mainly 100% targeted properties and as such will have greater challenges
in sustaining viability, due to low rents. The details of these asset transfers are still being
negotiated. BC owns and managed some 7,000 such units and is gradually reducing their selfmanaged portfolio in favour of transferring viable assets to societies in order to help small-midsize providers grow and achieve greater economies of scale. As in the transfer of leasehold–
freehold interests, BC Housing proposes to finance the sale of the assets to societies.
In addition, to the extent possible, BC Housing has sought to identify areas under their Social
Housing Agreement with CMHC where they can add some flexibility with the intent to create
incentives for providers to be efficient and where possible to optimize use of their assets.
Among other things, this includes creating society level umbrella agreements, with capacity to
cross subsidize across individual projects.

Governance and leadership
As a crown corporation, BC Housing has a board of directors to oversee and help develop its
policies. Its mission and mandate has always been to work in collaboration and partnership with
the community sector societies and co-operatives through which social and affordable housing
is delivered.
The Board was actively involved together with senior management in reviewing and establishing
the core strategic directions that guide the organization.
Past BC Housing Service Plans reflect a long-term organizational commitment to the promotion
of a sustainable, robust non-profit housing sector and a reliance on local non-profit expertise in
delivering housing solutions. The 2014 update to Housing Matters, and the announcement of
potential asset transfers, represented a significant advancement of an existing BC Housing
commitment to increase non-profit capacity.
The strategic direction to focus on strengthening the not-profit sector was also influenced by the
Minister responsible for BC Housing, who has served as Minister Responsible for Housing for
more than 9 years (an usually long term for a Minister in the same portfolio – although he has
changed portfolios, he has remained a Minister Responsible for Housing).

Culture of organization
As a crown corporation, rather than a line department, BC Housing operates with somewhat
greater autonomy than a department or ministry and to some degree are seen as less
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bureaucratic and willing to take some risks (e.g. the purchase of the SRO hotels in the
downtown eastside as part of a homeless initiative in the late 2000’s).
That said the organization recognizes that there is a dynamic tension in its role as a
funder/regulator responsible for public funds and its desire to enable and support societies to be
creative and innovative in managing their publicly funded assets.
BC Housing has for many years had a culture that embraced partnerships and working in
collaboration with the community sector as well as other provincial departments (e.g. with
Health in delivering seniors programs for independent living; and in the area of Homelessness).
As suggested in the shift from leasing to transferring ownership to the non-profit sector, there
has been an evolution in the corporate culture from one that was somewhat cynical of the
community sector’s capacity and expertise to one that now sees the sector as the best steward
of affordable housing. In part, this reflects a maturing and increased capacity in the community
sector over the last 2 decades. The transfers not only reflect changing culture and attitudes
within BC Housing but are also indicative of evolution within the non-profit sector and BC
Housing’s commitment to support that growth. There is an interesting inter-play here; BC
Housing and the non-profit sector are both shifting in response to each other and the challenges
each is facing.

Managing risks
To some extent, BC Housing’s new activities do create new and less familiar risks. Through its
established role and maturity, BC Housing has been well-placed to manage these risks by
adopting a strategic approach to risk analysis – weighing the opportunities for all parties
involved against the potential concerns.
As part of their strategic approach, BC Housing has found that quantifying the risks involved
with maintaining the status quo is also a revealing exercise and something they routinely do.
Initiatives such as consolidated agreements are a good example, since they involve
opportunities for streamlined administration and greater certainty for both parties and also risks,
such as less frequent subsidy adjustments. However, maintaining the status quo brings other
risks, such as prolonged inefficiencies or unnecessary administrative cost. Piloting these types
of initiatives and committing to ongoing dialogue have been effective ways to manage new risks
and capture the experiences and learning of all parties to inform future initiatives.

Staff skills
BC Housing has had a long-standing practice of being hands-on and providing technical
assistance and support to community based non-profits and coops in undertaking new
development and capital renewal. So the corporation already had strong expertise in
development and capital planning.
Non-Profit Portfolio Managers (NPPMs) are BC Housing’s front-line liaison with non-profit
partners. In these roles, BC Housing is now increasingly looking for skill sets that incorporate
strategic and creative problem-solving, collaborative consensus building and dialogue building
across the sector and the provision of organizational development expertise and alternative
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funding solutions. This is a significant departure from the traditional more rules based
management practices.
In general, BC Housing’s entrepreneurial outlook attracts staff from the private sector with a
solid grounding in social justice and a desire to give back to their community. The wide range of
roles across the organizations creates pockets of diverse skillsets including non-profit expertise,
health services, development and building maintenance.
New hires in executive positions are increasingly expected to bring high levels of credibility and
well-established working relationships across other levels of government and both private and
non-profit sectors. These relationships are critical to create and leverage new opportunities and
solutions for BC Housing and its partners. In a climate where the efficient use of existing
resources is vital, executive negotiation skills and solution-based originality are shifting to the
forefront where mechanical expertise once dominated.
BC Housing has a diverse and inclusive employee culture that is often described by staff as a
family, providing a safe platform for the risk-taking and creativity needed to remain
entrepreneurial.
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CASE STUDY 3: CENTRETOWN CITIZENS OTTAWA CORPORATION
(CCOC), ONTARIO

Business Transformation activity :

Scaling up Operations; Expanding into New Business Areas

“Having roots in an activist community movement has always helped CCOC frame its
activities within a broader neighbourhood context. From this perspective, CCOC is able to
view government-sponsored housing programs, and even social housing itself, as a means
to an end, rather than an objective in and of itself.”
Ray Sullivan, Executive Director, CCOC

Context
CCOC emerged as a community based organization amidst the urban reform movements of the
early 1970’s. The organization was created to help preserve the existing stock and fabric of this
inner city neighbourhood. In pursuing these goals, CCOC was able to draw on federal non-profit
programs as a way to acquire and rehabilitate existing structures and, over time, became a
capable private non-profit corporation, focused on preserving existing relatively affordable
housing as well as adding affordable stock to the area.
CCOC now owns and operates 1,595 units in 53 properties, the majority in the Centretown area
(inner city) of Ottawa.
Following the end of federal and provincial funding for new development, in 1994-95 CCOC was
one of the more creative organizations exploring ways to both survive and also to continue
building affordable housing despite the lack of a program. They managed to develop five small
properties with 64 units, although in doing so moved outside their traditional geographic area (to
take advantage of lower land costs in the inner suburbs). They were one of the first to evolve
into combining multi sources of funding and financing “cobbling together” the funding and
financing need to develop. More recently they have developed a large property (254 units,
Beaver Barracks) under the affordable housing program (two phases), which is built to high
environmental standards and is a flagship “green” project.
As one of the early developers of non-profit housing, CCOC has a number of properties in which
the federal agreements have either just expired or are about to do so. With many acquisition
rehabilitation properties from their early efforts in preservation, the assets are older than the
program and require significant capital renewal. Managing this growing expense is the largest
challenge facing CCOC, and was a key focus of their 2009 Strategic planning exercise
(alongside adapting to a post subsidy world).
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Expiry also brings the additional challenge of losing HST exemptions as the subsidy portion of
their revenues will fall below the threshold (40%) that allows them to claim HST offsets. 5
They do however believe that the end of agreements (and more importantly, end of mortgage
payments) will generate some relief and most projects will have sound cash flows. This will
create refinancing capacity, which may be needed to manage capital replacement, and
hopefully generate funds for new development or intensification.
The next five to seven years will be a challenge; thereafter, CCOC expects to be in a better
financial position.6 Overall they believe they are becoming increasingly self-reliant and expect
to expand their “non-program” activity.

Type of business transformation activities
As part of this process of creating new approaches to development in a “post program era” (as
existed between 1995-2002) they ventured beyond traditional social housing into affordable
homeownership. They designed and implemented a model to build for the ownership market
targeting households on the margin who were less likely to be able to afford to buy at full market
value. This included the design and experimentation with a new financing model of guaranteed
equity. Prices to buyers were discounted but with a condition that owners that sold retain only a
fixed portion of appreciation, so that CCOC could both avoid generating a windfall gain for initial
owner and also to preserve affordability for subsequent buyers.
While successful in achieving this affordable objective, in retrospect CCOC realized that they
may have missed the opportunity to develop on a more profitable basis and then use these
profits to cross subsidize other activities. CCOC is moving the initial affordable homeownership
project to a shared equity model, and considering a mixed tenure mixed income model
structured to generate development profit, or at least cross-subsidies for rental housing.
Alongside this new homeownership model they also created a subsidiary corporation called
Centretown Affordable Housing Development Company (CAHDCO). This was set up in part to
shelter CCOC from the risks involved in their affordable ownership initiative, but also as a
separate development consultancy and profit centre.
CCOC has subsequently sold their development expertise to assist other smaller non-profits in
building new affordable housing – most funded under the F-P affordable housing program
(currently developing three projects); and have similarly taken on some property maintenance
contracts again, with smaller providers. This generates additional revenues and also helped
CCOC generate efficiencies in its maintenance activities, as they had to price competitively to
bid for these external contracts.
5

A quirk in the Sec 95 subsidy formula (under which providers are penalized when renewing
mortgages at a lower rate due to an error in the way CMHC implemented subsidy recalculation on
renewals, a calculation retained by the Service manager, now managing the agreement) is also
accelerating subsidy reduction.
6
The next 5-7 years will be a challenge due to premature reduction in federal 2% subsidy, as
noted above); their improved viability is largely because they have a significant portfolio of Sec 27
projects, which had no subsidy, so the only impact will be the retirement of the mortgage, a
positive effect.
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The basic model for CCOC has been to build on their core expertise and competencies, create
marketable services and generate ancillary revenues to help subsidize their operations.
In part this is driven by a steady trend in declining subsidy revenues as federal subsidy ends. It
is also driven by a desire to continue to meet their objective of creating new affordable housing.

Governance and leadership
Innovation and direction for the new activities has more frequently come from staff, although the
Board has been very supportive.
CAHDCO has a separate board, which has strong financial and real estate development skills,
enabling this subsidiary corporation to explore innovative new activities (currently looking at
ways to undertake mixed tenure development).
CCOC has always operated with a strong community-based board, a minimum one-third must
be tenants and one-third community representatives. There has been some longevity in
directors (many serving 6-8 years) as well as a regular turn-over. The board tends to recruit
based on values – gender equality, sense of community, resident involvement, etc., rather than
specific skills. There have over the years been individuals with strong financial backgrounds,
but the majority of the board do not bring financial skills, and tend to rely more of staff in this
area. The board has been relatively neutral with respect to branching out into new activities,
neither initiating nor opposing the ideas and initiatives suggested by staff.
Each administrative department at CCOC is directed by a volunteer committee that includes
board members and other volunteers. Committees advise the Board, set policies and guide
staff. Most committee members are tenants.

Culture of organization and managing risk
Given its origins in neighbourhood preservation, CCOC has a strong commitment to the local
community as well as active participation from residents (e.g. one-third of Board). At the same
time, with an objective of creating, maintaining & promoting affordable housing, they are an
active developer, albeit, one with a social conscience.
CCOC identifies as a community-based landlord, and while taking advantage of government
programs and serving a low-income community, it does not see itself as a social service delivery
agency. It operates as a financially competent business and social enterprise.
By managing properties in multiple programs, and having some properties outside of any
government programs since at least 1985, CCOC has always seen itself as a communitycontrolled corporation independent from specific government programs. This assertion of some
autonomy has been a key influence on its evolving corporate culture.
In CCOC’s earliest years, all properties were small, but scattered in a relatively tight geographic
area. This meant that there was no single concentration of tenants where any kind of tenantspecific social programing or community-development initiatives would make sense. CCOC
responded by taking a neighbourhood perspective: whatever is good for the neighbourhood
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must be good for CCOC tenants too. That outward-looking neighbourhood context has
significantly influenced CCOC’s culture.
Similarly, as CCOC grew with scattered acquisitions and mid-sized new developments (never
over 100 units at any single site, with the recent exception of Beaver Barracks), tenant and
community volunteers had to also take a broader corporate perspective rather than focus on
only their homes or any one property.
The distributed governance model, where each department manager is accountable
simultaneously to the executive director and to a volunteer/tenant committee, and where those
committees report directly to the board (not through the executive director) creates a resilient
accountability structure. Tenants have direct access to become decision-makers without
significant filtering by management.
The board is elected by the general membership— tenants do not elect only “tenant
representatives”, rather, the whole membership votes on the whole slate of candidates. In fact,
they reject the term “tenant representatives”, viewing tenancy as just one of the skill/value sets
needed on the board, and once board members are elected they are all equal and full board
members). Membership is open to anyone, although it tends to be dominated by past and
present governance volunteers. CCOC’s by-laws do not allow for acclamation to the board; the
nominating committee must submit a slate of candidates greater than the number of available
seats.
CCOC’s board is not typically risk-averse, understanding that its broader mission cannot be
achieved through government housing programs alone and CCOC has a responsibility to lead
and innovate.

Staff skills
Similar to the board, CCOC’s recruitment tends to focus more on aptitude and values rather
than technical/professional skills. In recent years, retirements and new hiring have tended to
result in a younger age profile of talented well-educated individuals able to quickly learn on the
job. Many come with a strong sense of social justice (a CCOC core value).
CCOC believes it is important to grow, in part to meet their objective of creating new affordable
housing but also to achieve economies of scale (but balanced against responsiveness to its
tenants). For CCOC, scale has been important because as they grew they did so under different
programs. They are not defined by any particular program and have flexibility under different
program regimes to be creative and generate some surplus to fund reinvestment.
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CASE STUDY 4: HOUSING ALTERNATIVES INC. (SAINT JOHN, NB)

Business Transformation activity :

Scaling up Operations; expanding into new areas of business

“While we started out developing under federal programs we have continually faced
challenges and have learned how to survive and adapt. We have had to be entrepreneurial
in exploring how to meet continual challenges to help low income clients”.
Kit Hickey Executive Director, Housing Alternatives Inc.

Context
Housing Alternatives Inc. is a technical assistance resource group, initially created in 1981 to
build housing co-operatives under the federal co-op program. They have evolved into a multi
service agency providing development technical assistance, property management and
maintenance services and have a small portfolio of just over 100 units that they own through an
affiliated non-profit. In recent years, they have helped develop just over 50 units under the
federal-provincial Affordable Housing Program—among other things, this has entailed adding
some units to existing co-op properties through intensification.
One of the key challenges facing HAI has been to sustain the level of service in the co-ops that
they manage. Across the portfolio, there are governance challenges with individual co-ops
unable to attract qualified board members to serve on the co-op boards. Weak governance can
contribute to failure and is exacerbated by the expiry of federal subsidy. Post expiry, many of
these co-ops (one has already expired) are no longer viable: they cannot continue to provide
RGI subsidy to low-income members, nor can they afford to undertake necessary capital
replacement. Much of the portfolio was originally acquisition rehabilitation and as such consists
of older properties with high replacement need. Some did benefit from investment under the
Federal-Provincial 2009-11 stimulus retrofit funding, but additional renewal is required and
ongoing.
In addition, HAI is involved in the province’s Organized Departure Program and accepts
formerly homeless clients as tenants, though partnerships with the Department of Social
Development and various community agencies that provide the supports required to ensure
housing stability. The province also provides rent supplements to assist these clients, which is
adding a new revenue stream above that from RGI rent for some of the properties.

Type of business transformation activities
Having originally provided development consulting to create nine co-ops (312 units) in Saint
John through the 1980’s and early 1990’s, Housing Alternatives now provides property
management services to these nine coops and another 300 non-profit units (as well as a few
private rental properties). Their development consulting on recent AHP projects has also
created consulting revenues. This generates the operating income to sustain Housing
Alternatives.
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However, if their client co-ops are non-viable, they will be unable to pay their management fees,
ultimately impacting Housing Alternatives.
Beyond this organizational impact, HAI has a strong commitment to the sector and its survival
for the purpose of ensuring affordable options for low-income residents.
Recognizing the risk that some co-ops may fail and lose their RGI units, HAI has initiated a
process exploring the potential to merge the existing nine co-ops into one or two larger co-ops
in order to achieve some economies of scale. This would add efficiencies, such as reducing
nine separate sets of financial statements and audits, enable bulk purchasing, facilitate
refinancing for capital renewal and/or intensification site redevelopment and generally create a
more sustainable entity. It would also help to address governance issues, as a consolidated
single board would require fewer volunteer board members and could more easily attract willing
and highly-qualified directors.
HAI has already undertaken some intensification with funding under the AHP. The province
provides ongoing rent supplements, which has increased revenues while also enabling those
co-ops to serve low-income RGI tenants.
Another new initiative is an idea to create a land bank of coop and additional properties. HAI
proposes to establish a Land Bank in Saint John for the purpose of reducing neighbourhood
blight, providing affordable housing, while enhancing neighbourhoods and building strong
communities. They have identified the expected benefit of the land bank to include:
•
•
•
•

Elimination of blight & promotion of infill housing;
Development of vacant or underutilized lots into affordable or market housing in
low income neighbourhoods
Increase in the number of neighbourhood green spaces, such as community
gardens
Positive contribution to the building of more attractive, green communities

Potentially, if individual coops transfer their title into the land bank, through a consolidated
ownership of properties, this would create an equity base and balance sheet against which to
leverage financing for capital renewal, intensification or new development.

Governance and leadership
HAI is governed by a community-based board. This has remained relatively stable over the
years and supports staff efforts to strengthen the sector through some form of consolidation.
Adaptation has come mainly from staff (rather than board) initiative, and some external
influences.
It is noted that CHF Canada is supporting the consolidation approach and is seeking to
implement a similar consolidation model across Canada (provincially or regionally focused).
The new initiatives being pursued by HAI do not represent a shift in mission or objectives.
These activities aim to build on existing expertise and strengths with the objective of creating a
stronger and more sustainable sector in Saint John (and possibly across NB).
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Housing Alternatives has recognized that a small fragmented sector is unsustainable, both from
the perspective of financial viability and governance—hence their focus on consolidation and
getting to a more sustainable scale.

Culture of organization
The organization (staff and board) has always had a strong social justice culture with a focus on
helping those in need. With a strong focus on serving low-income households, it has traditionally
relied on and sought out funding from various government programs (e.g. to add support
workers in Housing First projects; add rent supplements in existing projects) but considers itself
entrepreneurial in its approach. There is a strong belief that if they do not adapt their approach
and devise different ways of operating (e.g. consolidation) the organization and sector in Saint
John will not be able to survive the impact of ending federal subsidy.

Staff skills
With a new focus on partnering with the province in the “Organized Departure” Housing First
program, they are increasingly serving a higher-need tenant population, including tenants with
mental health challenges. While specific support services are contracted through other
specialized community and mental health agencies, there has also been a need to retrain
existing staff with the skills needed to manage and interact with these new clients.
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CASE STUDY 5: MANITOBA HOUSING

Business Transformation activity :

Shifting government culture; Organizational effectiveness

“With the external environment creating new challenges and pressures, including anticipated
constraints on funding for new initiatives and to offset declining federal subsidy, Manitoba
Housing recognized it had to modernize the way it delivers services to become more
efficient while enhancing the quality of services it is delivering – Lean Management provided
a valuable opportunity to help the organization initiate this transformation”.
Steven Spry, CEO, Manitoba Housing.

Context
Manitoba Housing is a Crown Corporation that falls under the oversight of the Department of
Housing and Community Development (HCD). Manitoba Housing is responsible for the delivery
of social and affordable housing programs, renovation and repair programs, as well as
homeownership programs. The total organization has a staff of 744 people who administer
35,187 housing units across the province.
Manitoba Housing has been in a state of renewal and restructuring since 2008. Significant work
has been undertaken to improve core facets of the organization’s functioning; in 2014, the
Executive team made the decision to initiate a continuous improvement process to help meet
the goals of the organization.

Type of business transformation activities
Beyond its traditional role as a funder-regulator, Manitoba Housing is now evolving into a
facilitator-enabler. It provides support and technical assistance to community non-profit
providers in areas such as governance renewal, asset management and renewal and in some
cases (re) development support.
This is a shift from previous roles in which the corporation acted as an arms-length regulator
providing oversight to ensure program and funding compliance. It is now becoming more of a
partner, working with community non-profits to ensure they have the skills and capacity to
maintain and renew existing assets.
In addition to working with their community provider partners, the Manitoba Housing Executive
team launched a continuous improvement program with the goals of improving the delivery of
organizational processes/services and increasing the level of employee engagement. Based
on the private sector experience of the Executive team, it was determined that introducing Lean
Management principles would be the most effective model to assist in transforming the
organization.
Lean Management is a Continuous Improvement philosophy and toolkit derived from the Toyota
Production System. Since the early 1990’s, Lean Management principles have been
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implemented by numerous private and public sector organizations. The basic principles of Lean
Management concentrate on creating value for customers and engaging front line staff to be the
drivers of the improvement process.
The challenge facing Manitoba Housing was determining how to effectively implement Lean
Management concepts across the entire organization. Manitoba Housing had no previous
exposure to Lean and previous efforts in establishing Lean Management principles across the
Manitoba Government had focused on using consultants to run scattered, individual projects.
The results of these projects had generated mixed results. The Executive leadership team at
Manitoba Housing wanted to systemically deploy Lean Management techniques throughout the
organization and generate the desired results.
The solution the Manitoba Housing Executive team decided upon was to design a “Lean
Program” to focus on delivering the Continuous Improvement process rather than on the
individual Lean projects.
In the first seven months of the Lean program, all employees were made aware of the program
through email communications and cascaded leadership presentations. 10% of staff
participated in a more comprehensive 3 hour session. In addition, the department identified and
trained 10 Lean facilitators. The trained facilitators now have the capacity to lead improvement
projects.
This team of Lean facilitators has launched six kaizen events and a further eight kaizen events
have been scheduled in the next three months. In Lean Management language, these
continuous improvement events are called “kaizens.” Kaizen events are short workshops (i.e. 2
– 4 days) that focus on one specific problem and generate meaningful solutions. While the
measurable results of the kaizen events are still materializing, early feedback from participating
staff has been enthusiastic.

Governance and leadership
To date, several lessons have been learned in the process of establishing the Lean Program at
Manitoba Housing. The first lesson is the critical need to have an engaged and supportive
Executive leadership team. Launching and supporting this initiative requires a concentrated and
sustained effort from all stakeholders. The program would have stalled without this support.
It was important to adapt the terminology to the language and culture of Manitoba Housing.
This adaptation process was most apparent in the creation of the Lean Facilitator program. This
program was tailored specifically to exploit the facilitation skills that were already present in the
group of Manitoba Housing trainees.

Culture of organization
Manitoba Housing staff members were more ready for change than expected. There was some
initial nervousness about the appearance of Lean Management principles in the organization (a
traditional public sector bureaucracy), but these concerns were addressed through continuous
communication and a concerted effort to maintain transparency. Specifically, the repeated
message was Lean Management is about improving the level of service provided to tenants and
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finding ways to increase efficiency as an organization. To obtain ‘buy in’ from all levels of staff,
focus was placed on using a slow and methodical approach to building a culture of continuous
improvement within the organization. This was achieved by instigating a number of small scale
kaizen events which sought to make tangible improvements to processes within a variety of
branches throughout Manitoba Housing. Using this approach, staff have been able to
comfortably familiarize themselves with how Lean Management can be leveraged within the
public sector environment and the importance of their role in driving change forward.
Some of the lessons learned from the Manitoba Housing experiment are already being applied
to other departments. The Department of Labour and Immigration is using the tools developed
in the Manitoba Housing context to create their own Lean Management community and
continuous improvement projects. The Department of Labour and Immigration partnered with
Manitoba Housing on the in-house Lean Facilitation training and they now have 4 Facilitators
who are beginning the improvement process in that area of the Government.
The adoption of a private sector approach to improving efficiency is seen as a way to modernize
and enhance the quality of delivery of public services.

Managing risk
The new activities being implemented by Manitoba housing are more focused on improving
existing activities than expanding into new more commercial areas of business, so the issue of
managing new risk has not yet been encountered. That said, the organization recognized that
there was risk in continuing the status quo. To a large degree, the Lean Management exercise
was directed toward initiating a change and developing new practices and procedures to help
the organization mitigate the risks associated with staying the same.

Staff skills
Manitoba Housing recognized they did not have the required expertise to implement a Lean
Program so a consultant was engaged to be a full time resource for the initial phases of the
program. The main objective of the consultant was to create customized training materials for
the organization and to coach the Executive team and other staff members through the Lean
process.
The Lean program consisted of basic Lean awareness training and the development of “Lean
Facilitators” whose role would be to initiate, facilitate and complete continuous improvement
events --“kaizens”.
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CASE STUDY 6: WOOD BUFFALO HOUSING & DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION, FORT MCMURRAY ALBERTA

Business Transformation activity :

Entrepreneurial culture; activities outside of operating agreements

“As housing pressures continue to grow in an era of decreasing support we need to make
every effort to be as self-sustaining as possible. Through our entrepreneurial efforts we
have seen great successes in this goal.”
Bryan Lutes, President/CEO, Wood Buffalo Housing & Development Corp.

Context
Wood Buffalo Housing & Development Corporation (WBHDC) is somewhat different than most
social/ affordable housing providers. It also operates in a challenging high-cost market,
vulnerable to the boom and bust cycle of a single resource oil economy.
As a development corporation, its mandate and capacity for additional activities is broader than
in the case of traditional providers. In addition, it is relatively young, established only in 2001; as
such, it does not have the legacy and constraint of earlier programs and associated operating
agreements. In fact, WBHDC has no operating agreements beyond the basic funding
agreement for the capital grants used since 2001 (which requires only that units be rented at
10% below average market rent).
The corporation was established as a special operating agency, wholly owned by the Regional
Municipality. It has a mandate to undertake both land development activity as well delivery and
management of housing for low- and moderate-income households, unable to secure housing
affordably on the market. It is incorporated under the Companies Act but as a not-for profit
entity; and it is permitted to generate surpluses, provided these are reinvested back to support
its objectives. This creates a capacity to generate and reinvest surpluses.
WBHDC has a portfolio of some 1,300 units, most constructed since 2001 and most developed
under the affordable housing program capital grant funding; two small public housing authority
portfolios, totaling fewer than 100 units, were inherited in Fort McMurray and Fort Chipewyan. A
further 100 units were developed without subsidy using internal surpluses.
The corporation serves a full continuum of households, including low-income households and
those with moderate incomes, unable to access market housing due to the unusually high
housing costs in this region of Alberta. A large focus is to ensure housing opportunities for
essential workers (nurses, teachers emergency service staff) referred to as the “gap market” –
the part between low-income social housing and the market. For example, the core need
threshold (Housing Income Limit) for a one-bedroom unit is $72,000 while staff in starting
positions as teachers or police officers often have incomes significantly below this threshold.
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Type of business transformation activities
As a development corporation WBHDC buys and develops land in order to both create
affordable housing and to serve broader community need. Under this role they have developed
an industrial park, commercial space and a residential subdivision (for ownership). Profits
generated from these land development activities have been reinvested to create housing – and
some 100 of their units were fully funded without F/P grants, using only internally generated
capital surplus from these activities.
WBHDC uses an asset management strategy to optimize its portfolio. This has included selling
some of the older, former public housing properties. In some cases, directly-owned properties
have been divested and replaced with more flexible rent supplement arrangements to sustain
assistance to qualifying households. WBHDC has a provincially-funded rental assistance fund of
roughly $5million to specifically address affordability issues.
Meanwhile, it undertakes new development with rents set at 10% below market and, where
needed, utilizes a stacked rent supplement to provide deeper subsidy to very low income
households. In doing so, it has separated the issue of affordability from supply and does not
“rob” its assets of the solid cash flows needed to operate on a sound financial basis. The Wood
Buffalo portfolio operates on a self-sustaining basis and has fully funded capital reserves and an
active capital renewal plan.
Recognizing that it will be a challenge to build enough housing to meet ongoing and growing
need, WBHDC has adopted a practice of managing its small portfolio as a transitional resource.
This is a strategy to encourage tenants to address the causes of lower income that led them to
seek social housing so that within a reasonable period they will move out and free up the unit for
other households in need. At initial placement every household is assisted in creating an exit
plan. This focuses on addressing core issues and connecting them to key community services
(e.g. addictions, labor market skills development). Again, the young population profile of the
Region means WBHDC has very few seniors units, for whom such a strategy is less applicable.
Leases are for one year and the household must demonstrate progress toward their exit plan.
Through this strategy residents are assisted to move on into the private market and in some
cases into ownership, using the corporations assisted ownership program.
The ownership program involves a shared equity model. Qualifying buyers pay full market price
but finance 70%-90% with a soft second from WBHDC for the remaining 10%-30% structured
as a shared equity loan (no payments). Upon sale, the full second is due, together with the
share of any appreciation. In the event that they remain, upon rollover of first mortgage, they are
required to refinance to payout the soft second loan. In the context of rapid price increases, this
has been an additional revenue source for the corporation. If prices fall, WBHDC shares
proportionately on the loss up to the value of the second mortgage. In a worst case scenario,
they would not see any recovery of the second mortgage or any equity growth.

Governance and leadership
As a municipal non-profit corporation, the WBHDC is governed by an independent board; all of
its members are appointed by the Regional Council. One is a sitting councilor to ensure liaison
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with the region. WBHDC identifies specific skills sets and recruits board directors, which are
then appointed by the municipality. Some years ago, the Board tended to be more ‘hands on’
and involved in operational matters; but this has evolved and the board is now mainly a
governance board, leaving operations to the executive team.
As local residents, the Board members understand the dynamics of the rapidly growing region
and accept and support the more entrepreneurial culture and approach that characterizes the
corporation. Most of the new activities – affordable ownership, land development have been
initiated from senior staff, but the Board has endorsed this approach.

Culture of organization
Because WBHDC is relatively young, this is not a shift or change in corporate culture – it was
set up to operate with a broader and more entrepreneurial mandate and to take on activities
beyond those often associated with a social housing provider.

Managing risk
The resource-based (i.e. oil sands) economy in which WBHDC finds itself is characterized as a
risky economy and has experienced boom and bust cycles, so managing risk is a key element
of the corporation’s business plan. The Board is active in monitoring and ensuring sound risk
management and the corporation has dedicated staff in risk management. The past decade has
been one of continued expansion – it is only very recently that growth has slowed. With a
slowdown in oil sands expansion and new infrastructure projects, Fort McMurray (the
municipality) is currently experiencing high vacancy rates (over 8%, albeit on a small rental
universe), which creates some challenges for new affordable housing reaching completion.
However, with its units priced at 10% below market, WBHDC units have a competitive
advantage, which targets those unable to readily afford full market rent.

Staff skills
The corporation has a small staff, and due to the relatively remote location and high cost of
living, labor usually recruits from outside the region. Most senior staff have come from outside
the social-affordable housing sector. Many have a private sector background and this tends to
reinforce a more entrepreneurial culture across the corporation.
WBHDC has now reached 1,300 units, a scale which the President/CEO feels is good to create
economies of scale. They expect to continue to grow gradually as internal reserves and
program funding allow.
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CASE STUDY 7: SOCIÉTÉ D’HABITATION ET DE DÉVELOPPEMENT DE
MONTRÉAL (SHDM)

Business Transformation activity :

Becoming self-sustainable; scaling up and expanding into assisted
ownership

“The SHDM’s flexibility, timeliness, financial capacity and a wide expertise, make us a
partner of choice to undertake innovative and ambitious projects in Montréal.”
[SHDM Website]

Context
SHDM was created in 1988 as a municipal non-profit corporation after a merger between
Société d’habitation de Montréal (SOMHAM) and Société de développement de Montréal
(SODEMONT). These corporations had been developing various homeownership projects as
well as rental housing under the then recently created Federal Sec. 95 non-profit social housing
program. However, as its name suggests, it was not solely a social housing provider, its
mandate was more like that of the US housing and redevelopment agencies – it had a capacity
to undertake land acquisition and development roles on behalf of the municipality.
Over its life, SHDM has merged and demerged with other municipal organizations. It is active in
developing many forms of affordable housing – i.e. traditional rental housing, rooming houses
and affordable homeownership.
SHDM defines its role more as a gap housing provider – as noted on its web-site it is neither a
provider of very low income nor luxury housing, rather it fills a gap as an affordable housing
provider (leaving more targeted low-income housing to the public housing agency, Office
municipal d’habitation de Montréal – OMHM).
Under its development role SHDM undertakes development both for its own portfolio as well as
on behalf of community non-profits and co-operatives, effectively providing development
services to these other groups, such as temporary land or building acquisition and predevelopment operations.
In addition to developing housing under Sec 95 (more than 3,000 units) of which 2,082 are still
owned by SHDM, including 1,100 of the Sec 95 units which are targeted to senior independent
living. From 1988 to 1994 SHDM also developed a portfolio under a municipal program that
supported acquisition rehabilitation. In total almost 3,256 units were acquired and rehabilitated
under the Acquisition Program for Rental Housing (PALL, in French). A smaller version (400
units) focuses on the acquisition and rehabilitation of rooming house properties. Once SHDM
purchased and renovated the housing, it sold a portion of this portfolio to housing co-operatives
and to non-profit organizations. For the remaining 2,600 units SHDM entrusted the management
of the properties to non-profit organizations who also established partnerships to develop
community support programs adapted to different clienteles
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Much of the Sec 95 portfolio is no longer receiving any subsidy, because the latest mortgage
renewal was below 2%, and the first operating agreement will expire in 2015. As a
consequence, SHDM is unique among social housing providers in operating a significant
portfolio (totally 4,700 units) with no ongoing operating subsidy. Most are rented at levels
approximating 80% of market and as such fully cover their operating expenses. A small number
of units (roughly 230) are assisted with a separate provincial rent supplement from SHQ, which
allows them to house lower income households, in addition to 150 Sec 95 tenants who benefit
from the remaining (and fast decreasing) RGI assistance.

Type of business transformation activities
Over its history, SHDM has maintained a strong focus on sustaining development expertise and
capacity. This has helped them to develop their own portfolio of affordable housing as well as
providing development consulting services to other non-profits. In some cases SHDM initiates
the project and has subsequently sold to community non-profits. In addition it has contracted
ongoing property management functions for its retained portfolio to some of the community nonprofits, which enables SHDM to concentrate on new development activity. It also provides
management fee revenues to help the non-profits augment their income and sustainability.
In part due to tacit agreement not to compete against community-based non-profit resource
groups, SHDM did not pursue development under the provincial rental program AccèsLogis
Québec. This created an incentive to explore other options to use their development expertise
and capacity. In 2003, SHDM commenced a new line of business to build affordable
homeownership, which is now the corporation’s flagship product. Through a partnership with the
Toronto based Options for Homes they adapted this non-profit ownership model to the Québec
context (where the legal framework of real estate and co-operatives does not match that in
Ontario, requiring adjustment to the OFH model).
Their new initiative was branded Accès Condos. The Accès Condos program supports
individuals who wish to buy a home in Montréal. It also contributes to urban revitalization by
sharing the risk with the private sector builders and community groups and investing in districts
they would normally elude. The program is based on a partnership with developers and a
financial tool that provides a 10% purchase credit to buyers to lower their down payment to
$1,000. The SHDM holds a soft second mortgage for their share of the equity and recovers this
through a share of appreciation on future resales.
Reflecting SHDM’s municipal development mandate it often uses the Accès Condos program as
a way to implement the City’s social and economic revitalization of Montréal’s neighbourhoods.
For example these assisted ownership units (sometimes incorporating AccèsLogis rental units),
are used to help meet the City’s inclusionary objectives in new and revitalization areas.
Accès Condos generates revenues with development fees and recuperation of equity resulting
from unit resales, which are reinvested in real estate development projects. These revenues do
not currently cross subsidize the affordable rental portfolio, except on some administrative
overhead expenses.
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Governance and leadership
SHDM identified a key strategy of the Ville de Montréal to encourage and facilitate
homeownership as a way to retain families in the city and reduce urban sprawl (many were
moving out to suburbs). It also needs to maintain and develop rental units for the “gap
population”. The Accès Condos was “founded” and adapted by staff and the Board received it
with enthusiasm. The City, the Board and staff agree that the program is a very powerful
development tool for the City. And since it requires no municipal subsidy to work, all parties are
proud of this autonomy.

Culture of organization
SHDM is governed by a board of independent Directors, many with strong private sector
experience as well as experience in major institutional and governmental management. Many
staff have also come from the private sector. At the same time, others originated in the
community sector, building social housing. This provides some balance while reinforcing a
strong entrepreneurial culture that respects the City’s social and economic objectives (e.g.
inclusionary policies).
The corporation is proud of its status of being subsidy free while able to continue serving its
mission. Board members wish the corporation to maintain its autonomy and viability and to be
more creative. The management team shares these objectives and provides the Board with
innovative approaches such as the development of between 500 and 1,000 new rental units
using the Sec 95 post EOA units as a financial leverage, and a second generation of a more
permanently affordable Accès Condos program.

Managing risk
In moving into the affordable ownership market, SHDM has some exposure to cyclical effects of
real estate markets. Since commencement of the program, this has been a positive cycle with
strong appreciation. This is now slowing, and requires SHDM to be more cautious. Accès
Condos developments risk is managed by partnering and sharing risk with private sector
partners.
After building more than 3,600 Accès Condos units, SHDM’s finances have not been affected by
the slowing down and in a few cases slightly declining values. No losses related to the slowing
down of the real estate industry have been observed so far, even though SHDM promises to
buy the unsold units from the builder after a certain delay.
SHDM will recuperate a portion of the capital gain in Accès Condos projects, but will not pay for
losses with individual resales. In some projects, the revenues generated by capital gains will be
less than expected, but without compromising the corporation’s financial health.
The corporation remains prudent in assessing the risk of new initiatives. There is a special
committee of the Board called the Comité de gestion des investissements (Investment
Management Committee), which is responsible for risk analysis, which reviews all operations
and real estate projects having a financial impact on the short and long term viability of the
corporation.
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Through careful and efficient management practices (including contracting some management
to non-profit property managers and being prudent in distributing deep RGI subsidy rents)
SHDM has managed risks in its affordable housing activities. With its healthy and balanced
management, the SHDM has succeeded in achieving financial self-sufficiency, which allows it to
operate without public funding. The implementation of development projects and the
maintenance of the SHDM’s highly diverse inventory of properties require responsible financial
planning and foresight. To ensure the proper management, the Corporation optimizes the use of
its capital while remaining cautious, in order to deal with market fluctuations and prevent
recurring deficits.
It also favours the sustainability and protection of its heritage as well as an integrated risk
management approach. “Protection of its heritage” means that new development will not put the
current assets at risk. For example, the Sec 95 portfolio has the leverage capacity for many
more units than are planned. But the absolute priority is the preservation of the assets. As a
consequence, the generated revenue will be invested in the maintenance and capital
replacement and only the remaining cash flow will be invested in the new rental projects.
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CASE STUDY 8: CAPITAL REGION HOUSING CORPORATION, EDMONTON

Business Transformation activity :

Self-sustaining new development; selling administrative expertise

“As Alberta’s largest social housing management body, CRHC has a sound asset base and
experienced capable staffing, strategic assets that enable the corporation to position itself to
take on new challenges. By using our internal expertise to create a “head-office” service that we
can sell to other smaller organizations, we can help them while improving our own bottom line.”
[Greg Dewling, CEO, Capital Region Housing Corporation]

Context
The Capital Region Housing Corporation is a public management body created by ministerial order
under the Alberta Housing Act to develop and manage social housing. It is the largest management
body in Alberta with a portfolio of 4,500 social housing units, some of which were previously public
housing owned by the Edmonton Housing Authority (since dissolved with its assets taken over by
CRHC). Since 2002, under the federal-provincial program, CRHC has added a further 600
Affordable Housing units to its portfolio.
The CRHC’s affordable housing program generates annual surpluses close to $1M that is
reinvested in the development of new affordable housing. This has created a number of investment
opportunities, as outlined below and is enabling CRHC to become increasingly self-sustaining. To
date, no units have reached the maturity of federal agreements, the first is scheduled to expire in
2018.

Type of business transformation activities
CRHC is adopting a number of different practices as a way to expand without dependence on
public funding. These include purchasing a market property that will provide mixed market housing,
a new debt investment partnership, and selling core services to generate a new income source to
help sustain the organization.
In addition, as a result of solid retained earnings from existing operations, they have recently
completed four Affordable Housing Projects by investing their own equity from retained earnings.
This creates unencumbered assets with positive cash flows, which create future opportunities to
lever the asset to self-finance future projects.
Another investment is the purchase of an existing recently completed apartment structure and to
provide a mixed income rental property. It will be financed against rental income, with the down
payment coming from the corporation’s internal reserves from retained earnings. As this is outside
of a subsidy program, there are no constraints on rents, but CRHC plans to internally cross
subsidize, and may also be able to draw on some rent supplements to penetrate to lower income
levels.
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CRHC is now piloting a partnership with the Edmonton Community Foundation to access low-rate
subordinate financing. The pilot involves the redevelopment of an existing site. Typically,
foundations distribute their interest earnings but hold their endowment in low-risk secure
investments (e.g. fixed income bonds). There is however a growing trend among US foundations to
accept “mission based investment” wherein they also invest their capital to support causes, with the
proviso that they generate a competitive return and preserve the capital.
In this case, the Community Foundation will fund a loan on the redevelopment project. This
represents 25% of the cost, excluding land. The CRHC is investing its land equity and will finance
75% of the remaining capital cost through private financing. The Community Foundation is a
subordinate loan with an 8-year term at a rate close to 4%, repayable interest only; at maturity, the
CRHC will refinance to payout the foundation loan. This generates a better yield for the foundation
than would a treasury bond, provides them with $120,000 annually for their contributions program
and enables the CRHC to redevelop its property with no subsidy. Rents will be set with a mix from
80% to full market. It is expected that via amortization on the primary loan as well as rising rents,
that there will be adequate capacity to refinance and pay out the foundation in Year 8.
CRHC has also created a strategic function to provide financial services to a small non-profit on a
fee for service basis. This includes all financial accounting, rent roll, preparation of required
reporting and filings and payroll services. Because this is a core function of CRHC and it has
necessary systems in place, it can use its economies of scale and expertise to deliver these
services on a cost-effective basis; the contracting housing management body is too small to
manage these activities internally, and benefits from CRHC’s expertise and efficiency.
Finally, for many years, CRHC, through its subsidiary Foundation, has partnered with the Real
Estate Board to deliver a homeowner assistance program. This involves a financial literacy
education program and a small down payment grant. Roughly 100 families are assisted annually
and recently CRHC has started to invite some of its higher-earning tenants to transition into
ownership through this program and thereby free up a subsidized unit for other households in need.

Governance and leadership
The corporation is governed by a board on which two representatives are appointed by the City of
Edmonton, while the remaining nine are independent directors recruited and appointed by the
existing Board. This draws on a cross section of expertise from volunteer directors. Most of the new
initiatives have originated and been driven by the executive team (including the past and new
CEO).

Culture of organization
CRHC has gradually evolved and matured from a program delivery agency, following program rules
and guidelines and managing government programs into a more autonomous business oriented
social enterprise.
Its mission and purpose have remained rooted in helping low-moderate income families and
improving the well-being of children and families in our communities through a continuum of quality
housing options, supports and partnerships. However, the activities and practices of the corporation
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have become more business oriented, focusing on operating efficiently, generating surpluses and
strategically reinvesting to advance their mission.
The CEO believes that it is important to continue to grow and estimates that they require a ratio of
2:1 market-affordable: social housing units in order to be sustainable. So their focus is on
expanding profitable business lines as a strategy to sustain their core services to lower-income
individuals and families.

Managing risk
Much of the recent development has been undertaken under the Affordable Housing Program and
as noted CRHC was able to develop these without any debt financing. The projects are very viable
and their equity investment is not seen to be at risk.
They have adopted fairly conservative assumptions in their project pro forma and ensure a strong
business case underpins each development. Their proposed acquisition of a private rental property
has some risk given the slowdown in the Alberta market, but again the acquisition is premised on a
sound conservative business case. And their ability to adjust the mix of market versus sub-market
rents provides a cushion to weather any slowdown.
The sale of financial services and human resource expertise provides a business unit that
generates revenues with minimal downside risk.

Staff skills
Although the CEO (who is relatively new) came from another housing management body, most
other recent hires have come from the private sector, with strong expertise in development, asset
management and property management. There is a strong staff ‘buy in’ to a bottom line focused
business orientation, while maintaining a commitment to the corporation’s mission.
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CASE STUDY 9: M'AKOLA GROUP OF SOCIETIES, VICTORIA

Business Transformation activity :

Established revenue generating subsidiary; scaling up through
management contracts and potential takeover; rationalizing
existing housing assets.

“Having a well-managed strategic organization has helped stabilize other urban native
assets and created improved operating economies for M’akola and has allowed us to move
into the Development Consulting and Project Management realms which further diversifies
the Group’s revenue streams.”
Kevin Albers, CEO, M’akola Group of Societies

Context
M’akola is somewhat unique in Canada in adopting a more UK like group structure with a
broader geographic reach. The original society, M’akola, is an urban Native non-profit society
initially established to deliver, own and manage a portfolio of housing on Vancouver Island
(initially under the Federal Urban Native program). Over time, as new and different types of
programs have been introduced, M’akola created eight separate legal entities to hold the assets
under different programs (e.g. for Rural and Native housing, independent seniors, leasehold
projects) and in one case assumed ownership of a pre-existing society in Northwestern BC.
In total, they now own nearly 1,100 homes and manage under contract a further 500 homes
including single family dwellings, apartment structures, assisted living, rural housing and a
number of scattered sites throughout BC.

Type of business transformation activities
As noted above, as new assets have been absorbed or acquired under different programs,
M’akola has created separate new societies, operating in a group structure. The group structure
that has evolved is an outcome of the most expedient and feasible way to assume other existing
societies and their assets. It was easier for M’akola to have the absorbed society’s board and
members resign and to replace these with M’akola’s board members and then elect the
directors. This avoided the more complicated and onerous legal and costly process of formally
transferring assets and operating agreements
The parent society provides overall governance as well as core head office functions
(administration, finance, HR, payroll etc.) while the other societies take on more operational
activities, including property maintenance and management.
A separate subsidiary non-profit society, M’akola Development Services has also been created
as a development consultant and project manager on a fee for service basis to other Urban
Native societies, Bands, and some non-Aboriginal non-profit societies. This has created a
source of revenues to help sustain the organization (these revenues partly cross subsidize
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some staffing costs, as staff are shared between M’akola Group and these developments or
management contracts).
Recently, M’akola expanded into the northwest region of BC, to assume ownership of a
struggling Urban Native society (Muks Kum Ol). This too has been integrated into the group
structure. This merger created a challenge for M’akola due to the distant location from their
home base on Vancouver Island. In order to justify local staffing, M’akola has negotiated
management contracts with BC Housing to manage 267 BC Housing homes in the Prince
Rupert-Terrace area in the Northwest. This helps expand the portfolio and establish economies
of scale in management activities. It is anticipated that, ultimately, M’akola will negotiate a full
title transfer of the BC Housing units and take over full ownership of these assets from BC
Housing.
External research as well as M'akola’s own portfolio analysis has demonstrated that few Urban
Native portfolios are viable beyond the expiry of federal subsidies (especially those that were
unilaterally Federal subsidy).
As a result, M’akola has initiated a planning process and asset rationalization strategy. In some
cases, particularly for scattered site portfolios, which involve a number of older detached
homes, physical conditions are poor and it is more rational to sell off some of these individual
homes and to use the capital receipts to fund capital renewal on properties that are retained. In
some markets there is weak demand so it is a business decision to dispose of unneeded assets
and to redeploy the proceeds towards developments in urban centres. This will result in some
contraction of the portfolio (potentially up to 30% reduction), but this is seen as a necessary
path to overall sustainability of the society.

Governance and leadership
While comprised of subsidiary societies, the group shares a common board of directors. This is
made up of Aboriginal representatives on Vancouver Island who subscribe to the vision of
improving living conditions for Aboriginal people while encouraging and reinforcing traditional
practices and cultural beliefs. This vision includes hiring and training as many staff of Aboriginal
ancestry as possible to provide necessary services to the tenants, and to manage and maintain
the sites.
The Board of Directors consists of six elected members, four members appointed from the
Friendship Centres on Vancouver Island and one elder.
Much of the leadership for new initiatives (e.g. setting up the development consultancy) has
been driven by the CEO and executive team. However, these new directions have been
discussed and approved by the board.

Culture of organization
Extensive review and discussion with the Board has helped to increase understanding of the
consequences of expiring agreements and subsidy, and despite strong support for the vision of
improving living conditions and outcomes for their Aboriginal tenants, the Board has accepted
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the necessity of new polices (e.g. raising rents, strategic sale of some properties, and
contracting the portfolio). As such, there has been some movement in the Boards culture.
There has, however, been some challenge in selling these ideas to staff. They remain
committed to helping low-income people and do not always agree with new more businessoriented policies that M’akola is now seeking to implement.

Managing risk
As noted, the form of the subsidy formula for Urban Native Societies has placed them in a highrisk situation at expiry of agreements. M’akola is fully cognizant of these impacts and has
developed a long term plan to manage this issue. Across their existing self-owned and managed
portfolios, they have implemented risk management strategies to ensure both organizational
sustainability and portfolio sustainability. This includes remaining diligent in financial monitoring
and reporting across the group’s societies, streamlining and making consistent many
procedures and processes across the portfolio and where possible adding to internal capacity in
skills areas such as asset management and capital planning.
One of the largest challenges is recruiting and retaining competent staff in some of the
geographically distant communities in which M’akola operates and where industry expansion is
underway, including Liquefied Natural Gas.
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CASE STUDY 10: ATIRA WOMEN’S RESOURCE SOCIETY, VANCOUVER, BC

Business Transformation activity :

Creating separate subsidiaries; undertaking new development
without subsidy

“With a board willing to accept manageable risk and staff excited to pursue new initiatives
and become more entrepreneurial, Atira has to work hard to gain acceptance from
government funders whose practice and policies sometimes act to discourage
entrepreneurial initiative.”
Janice Abbot, CEO Atira Women’s Resource Society

Context
Atira Women’s Resource Society is a community-based organization that supports all women, and
their children, who are experiencing the impact of violence committed against them and/or their
children. Through education, advocacy and outreach, Atira is an active voice in the struggle to end
violence against women and their children.
While their focus is as a women’s resource centre providing support, advocacy and education, the
provision of housing as a refuge and home is central to their mission.
As part of this mission, Atira develops and manages housing across a continuum from emergency
shelters, transitional supportive and permanent housing. Initially created in 1983 as a resource
centre, they undertook their first housing development (a transition house) in 1987. Over the past
30 years, Atira has grown from a single transition house located in South Surrey with a staff of
seven, to a large multi-service agency with two, for-profit subsidiaries, a development arm and
more than 500 staff.
Over this period, the organization has developed a portfolio of over 1,400 units and now provides
management services for other societies’ units totaling another 400-500 non-market units. They
also manage more than 4,000 market condominium, rental and commercial units.

Type of business transformation activities
As the society developed internal capacity in property management and administration, it identified
this as a marketable commodity and established a for-profit subsidiary, selling property
management services to other societies and market projects. Though this has been a source of
income, these revenues have fluctuated from barely break-even to a peak of $220,000. To the
extent that the subsidiary covers its own costs, it adds some economy of scale and efficiency to
Atira’s internal property management functions.
A recent initiative, which has become a flagship project for Atira, is an innovative development
using recycled shipping containers to create 12, self-contained studio apartments, alongside a
restored heritage hotel with 18 single room accommodations. With funding assistance from the
Federal Shelter Enhancement Program this was a highly innovative model and proved to be
relatively cost- effective compared to more traditional wood frame or masonry construction. The
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unique nature of the container housing has also created much public attention and interest and, as
such, has created a priceless platform to support Atira’s education and advocacy mission.
While most of their housing portfolio was developed under F/P and Provincial housing programs,
the society has recently undertaken the development of three new projects totally almost 400 units
outside of the federal-provincial housing program. These are currently underway and involve
partnerships with private developers. The projects will build 198 and 170 units respectively, with
roughly one-third in each targeting rents at the maximum shelter rent of BC Benefits; one-third at
the Housing Income Limit (upper threshold for social housing eligibility); and one-third at full market
rent. The market units will generate rental surplus to help offset lower rents and create capacity to
finance the cost. For the first development (198 units, with 78 at full market), the society is
contributing land equity and the City of Vancouver is contributing a modest grant ($10,000 per unit)
to the targeted units. Other than a loan to help purchase the site, the society has not received any
funding from either the federal or provincial government. The private developer is contributing their
construction management fee as an in-kind contribution. This development approach is seeking to
test the feasibility of creating new low-income housing opportunities without reliance of federal
provincial funding as a way for societies like Atira to continue to grow despite constraints on new
public funding.

Governance and leadership
Atira is governed by an independent board. This is largely a policy and governance board; they
provide oversight and review and approve operational policy, but leave day-to-day operations to
the staff and CEO.
Much of the leadership for innovation and new initiatives has originated from the CEO, but the
board’s breadth of expertise and support has helped bring these ideas to fruition.

Culture of organization
Atira remains committed to its fundamental mission to support all women, and their children, who
are experiencing the impact of violence. As such, it retains a strong sense of compassion. While a
more entrepreneurial business focused approach is needed in order to take on innovative new
development initiatives, these are undertaken somewhat separately as ancillary activities.
At inception, when its focus was primarily as a women’s resource and advocacy centre, the Board
was dominated by directors with a social justice and social welfare background and commitment.
Over the years, as the organization has evolved and taken on real estate development and
management, it has actively recruited directors with a strong business and legal background to
ensure it has appropriate guidance and governance.

Managing risk
The recent initiatives, particularly the ongoing partnership developments, create a degree of risk
because they are not supported or backstopped by large infusion of subsidy. Atira has to develop
and present a sound business case to lenders to secure financing. The society is managing risk in
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a number of ways. To isolate the existing portfolio, the new development is being undertaken with
a separate corporation – Atira Development Society.
While both the Board and CEO have a high tolerance for some risk, they work with wellestablished consultants with whom they have a working relationship and trust. They also have an
advisory committee to review and oversee the process and ensure that risks are appropriately
assessed and mitigated.
Similarly, the property management subsidiary is separately incorporated and is established as a
for-profit corporation to avoid any potential tax consequences and legal liabilities for Atira Women’s
Resource Society.
Risk is managed within the main society (Resource Society) through a well-established set of
policy manuals.

Staff skills
With most day-to-day activity related to providing support and counseling to the women and
children who access its resource centre and its housing, much of the staff have backgrounds in
social work, counseling and mental health.
Many of the staff are hired from among residents and provided with education and training to help
them improve labour market skills and opportunities.
New development activities rely more on professional consultants, who work with the CEO; Atira
does not retain internal development expertise.
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CASE STUDY 11: HALDIMAND NORFOLK HOUSING CORPORATION,
ONTARIO

Business Transformation activity :

Expanding core expertise in property management services;
embracing use of technology.

“By remaining as a stand-alone local housing corporation since 2001, rather than becoming
a housing department within the municipality, we believe we have been more business agile
and able to adapt to new challenges, including embracing and using various technologies to
enhance residential and property management services”.
Christine Brutin, CEO, Haldimand Norfolk Housing Corporation

Context
Located in a rural area of south western Ontario, Haldimand Norfolk Housing Corporation
(HNHC) is a stand-alone Local Housing Corporation (LHC) established under the transfer of
former public housing assets from the province to the local municipal service manager in 2001.
They are a mid-size provider owning and managing 391 public housing units as well as
administering a small portfolio of rent supplements on behalf of the County. In addition, as
discussed below, they provide property management services to four independent non-profit
providers in their local community. Of the 11 housing providers in their service area, they
manage five of them representing 65.85% of the total social housing portfolio.
At the time that former provincial public housing was being transferred to local municipal
“Service Managers”, the county of Haldimand and Norfolk decided to retain an arm’s length
housing corporation, separate from their Service Manager administrative role. Most of the senior
staff from the former Housing Authority remained with the corporation, so it has retained a
strong management team.
The funding for HNHC has been severely constrained by the way the legislation was crafted for
local housing corporations and how the County implemented its obligations under the
legislation. Rather than benchmarking and indexing costs similar to the provincial non-profit
housing funding model, the municipal subsidy amount (approximately 50% of total revenue) is
adjusted annually through an inflationary allowance. Over time this has had the effect of
increased constraints on the corporations operation and viability. Recently, property
reassessment has resulted in a significant increase in property taxes (estimated to be $110,000
at the conclusion of the four year staged increase) but the annual subsidy adjustment was not
increased to neutralize this impact. This severely constrains budgets for operational costs and
new capital improvements. The HNHC will be appealing the property taxes and has formally
requested retroactive municipal funding from the municipal Service Manager for 2014 to cover
the added property tax costs.
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The HNHC is currently negotiating with the Service Manager to move to a different funding
formula, which is more typically applied to non-profit housing providers in Ontario with 100%
RGI units. It is expected that if successful, that this will better cover increasing operational costs,
reconcile flat revenues, add funding for capital repairs and provide the opportunity for adequate
operational reserves.
HNHC has established a strategic goal to become the affordable housing partner and provider
of choice across the two counties within which they operate. They envision potential growth by
possible aggregation with other non-profits to continue to improve local housing services and
leverage collective housing assets. And they hope to leverage their existing asset base in the
future to build new units potentially with funding under the affordable housing program. They
also see the new Condominium Act in Ontario as a potential opportunity to expand property
management services into the private expanding condominium sector.

Type of business transformation activities
HNHC’s core focus is on providing sound affordable public housing. In delivering this role they
have developed strong property management expertise and they have been able to “sell” their
property management services to small single project non-profit corporations. This started in
1990 and based on a solid track record has since expanded to four managed NPs. The most
recent taken on in 2013 was at the urging of the Service Manager who recognized HNHC’s
expertise and needed competent management to assist a non-profit.
These property management contracts generate new fee revenues for the corporation (some
$114,000 in 2014, on a total budget of $3 million) and, in addition, allow them to allocate some
of their fixed costs (such as their Yardi property management system) to these commercial
contracts.
As part of their goal to be a quality property manager, HNHC has implemented various
initiatives to contain costs and add new efficiencies. This includes a reorganization in 2008 that
eliminated two property management positions to achieve what the corporation calls “focused
work responsibilities” – and created a Maintenance Services division and a Residential Services
division.
This reorganization was undertaken due to the need to provide enhanced services to the
increasing number of vulnerable tenants that was not successful in the previous property
management model. Both departments have achieved enhanced and improved work
processes. Successes have included decreased rent arrears from 25% to 5%, improved unit
turnaround times, enhanced community engagement initiatives and ever increasing
partnerships with local agencies. The corporation has converted underused common rooms in
adult and seniors properties to scooter parking with charging stations and will be adding a small
“parking/charging charge”. Since 2001, for new family unit tenancies, all utility costs were
shifted to the residents and numerous energy efficiency measures were implemented in housing
assets to reduce utility consumption in apartment buildings. Last month rent deposits were
introduced about 5 years ago to reduce tenant receivables on move out and in July 2015
mandatory tenant insurance will be implemented or all new tenancies and transfers to reduce
future insurance costs.
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In addition to extending their property management role, the corporation is also modernizing this
role, through a process that has embraced new opportunities presented by technology. HNHC
has become very “tech savvy” and has implemented one software tool to help manage
issues/cases, by adapting a customer relationship management system developed by Sales
Force©, a California-based software company.
The corporation acquired this software through the Sales Force Foundation which provides
software at a deep discount to qualifying non-profit housing corporations around the globe.
Management staff took online training, retained a consultant to develop the program to the
Housing Corporations’ needs and then trained front line staff in using the software. This cloudbased software was a necessary tool for information management and mobile technology use
by staff. Information can easily be accessed through mobile devices to record and manage over
100 pre-populated issues/cases that may arise between the housing corporation, applicants,
tenants and contractors. This provides mobile access and real time updates on tenant issues,
documenting telephone conversations, staff actions, and the ability to email their clients directly
from the program, and archive this e-information in the client database. The software also
provides knowledge e-management features on housing assets, standard procedures and
forms.
The HNHC has also implemented building automation systems in their apartment buildings
which lessens the requirements for on-site staffing. This technology e-manages boiler
systems, MUAU, sanitation pumping systems, proximity card access for tenants and
contractors, roof de-icing cables, sanitary system flushes and the timing of exterior lighting
systems.
Property management financial systems, legal systems, and maintenance work orders are
managed through a cloud-based Yardi Voyageur© and this program will be migrating to enable
enhanced mobile technology features in the near future. This will likely include mobile unit
inspections, e-photograph attachments, and e-documentation/notes using handheld technology.
Capital planning and updating is utilized through Ameresco’s Asset Planner, talent
management, performance appraisals and job description management through Halogen© and
other HR software systems.

Governance and leadership
The strategic planning and new initiatives have largely been instigated by the Board of Directors
and the management team. The Board of Directors are actively engaged and fully supportive of
moving the organization in a new direction. They see the effects of constrained funding from the
Service Manager and are working hard to become increasingly self-reliant and expanding its
housing role in the community.

Culture of organization
Having evolved from a somewhat bureaucratic public housing authority, the HNHC has
continually evolved and now sees itself as a strong social entrepreneur. They have embraced
change and the use of technology as a means to reduce dependence on and the constraints of
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the Service Manager. They are positioning the corporation as a leader in both housing
management and plan to expand through new housing development.

Managing risk
The greatest risk to the corporation is the constrained funding imposed by social housing
legislation and the Service Manager. As a small county with limited funding, the county tends to
budget conservatively, which impacts on the housing corporation. HNHC seeks to manage this
issue in part by trying to negotiate a new funding agreement with the Service Manager, to fully
cover increases in costs such as tax increases and utilities and meanwhile continues to seek
new opportunities to diversify its revenue stream.

Staff skills
This is a fairly small provider, with a total staffing of 13 persons. As noted, most staff carried
over from the former housing authority and the senior management team remains intact with
extensive experience. While they have taken on new initiatives and embraced technology and
new information systems this has not to date necessitated new recruitment – existing staff have
trained themselves (e.g. through a 5 day on line course).
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CASE STUDY 12: NAMERIND HOUSING CORPORATION, REGINA

Business Transformation activity :

Expanded into new areas of business- pursuing social enterprises
scaling up operations and diversifying; development
homeownership options, purchase land for mixed use
development.

“I see affordable housing as an industry. Because of the changes in the way we have to
operate to remain sustainable, affordable housing now plays an important role in the local
economy.”

Robert Byers, CEO, Namerind Housing Corporation
Context
Namerind Housing Corporation started providing affordable housing in Regina in 1977 in
response to an identified need for affordable housing for Aboriginal people in the community.
Over the years, as its federal government subsidies have decreased, Namerind has increased
the number of affordable housing units it operates and has become a self-sustaining housing
provider.
In 2005, Namerind was receiving approximately $2 million per year in subsidies through the
Urban Native Housing federal funding program. As operating agreements have expired, this
amount has dropped to $200,000 for 2015 for the 31 units that are still under operating
agreements and will further decrease as these agreements expire. The organization’s 31 units
under operating agreements will expire over the next while, with the last 3 government
subsidized units expiring in 2029. In 2002, Namerind operated 311 affordable housing units. In
2015, Namerind operated approximately 350 affordable housing units. Among the 350 units, 31
were subsidized through government operating agreements ($200,000 in 2015) and the
remaining units were subsidized through the $1.4 million generated through Namerind’s social
enterprises.

Type of business transformation activities
Starting in 2007, in the face of decreasing government subsidies through expiry of operating
agreements, Namerind began pursuing social enterprise opportunities, where profits could be
used to sustain and expand their affordable housing portfolio. Since that time, Namerind has
taken on a number of social enterprises, with all profits supporting its core mission of providing
affordable housing for Aboriginal people in their community:
•

Its first social enterprise was the Resting Place Lodge. The Lodge was founded to provide
support to those away from home for medical treatments and appointments, as well as the
family members who support them. The Lodge serves visitors from Saskatchewan and
across Canada. Suites at the Lodge may be rented for one night or for several months,
depending on the needs of visitors.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

In 2009, Namerind purchased a retail mall. This project provided a springboard for Namerind
to forge strong partnerships and support the community in ways beyond affordable housing.
In addition to collecting rent that goes back to supporting Namerind’s affordable housing
stock, Namerind also installed solar panels on the roof of the mall to generate energy for the
mall and save money that is then reinvested into affordable housing.
The mall purchased by Namerind houses a medical clinic. There was an unused space
beside the clinic where Namerind saw an opportunity to open a pharmacy. The pharmacy is
wholly owned by Namerind Housing Corporation, with all profits reinvested into affordable
housing.
A number of years ago, Namerind reviewed its housing stock and sold some of the less
desirable homes, providing the organization with income to invest in new affordable housing
units. With that income, Namerind purchased 19 condominiums from a project of 94 units.
Namerind saw these homes as an opportunity to create affordable home ownership options
for their existing tenants. Namerind believes this affordable home ownership initiative
creates wealth in the Aboriginal community, while enabling a family to leave a legacy for
future generations.
When Namerind began to grow and diversify its organization, it became apparent it would
need to rely on skilled contractors and trades people to keep its properties in top shape. As
such, Namerind purchased a warehouse that could house a number of contractors and
trades people. Namerind purchased the warehouse, not only to create another revenue
stream, but also to instil the importance of contractors as part of the team.
In the summer of 2013, Namerind expanded to include residential and commercial
landscaping services (Grounds Guys). These services include everything from summer
maintenance to snow removal. Of the over 800 franchises of Grounds Guys in North
America, Namerind is the only franchise owned by a non-profit.
Recently, Namerind purchased a piece of land in downtown Regina. This land will be
redeveloped as a mixed use development (including both affordable housing and
commercial/retain space).
Namerind has taken on property management responsibilities for smaller non-profit housing
providers in the community. This consolidation of property management services for
affordable housing units creates efficiency in the sector.

Namerind’s expanded services provide additional benefits for the organization beyond
sustaining and creating affordable housing. The growth of the organization allows it to increase
staff and purchase equipment, which creates wealth and opportunity in the community as per its
mission statement. Also, these new businesses have allowed the organization to play an
important role in the community’s infrastructure, which is being recognized by the private sector.
These new relationships with the private sector have led to business leaders providing valuable
mentorship as Namerind pursues new areas of business.
As a result of these new areas of business, Namerind continues to work towards its goal of
becoming fully self-sustaining. Namerind credits the decline in their government subsidies as
the motivation to pursue these new endeavors and look for opportunities outside of housing to
support its affordable housing stock.
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Governance and leadership
Leading up to 2007, some positions opened up on the board. The CEO and the board of
directors were strategic in recruiting new board members who would be open to expanding the
organization’s core areas of business to become more self-sustainable (e.g. board members
with financial and business related skills). The board uses a governance model rather than a
management model, so a lot of the changes were led by the CEO, but the CEO, the board, and
staff have all played key roles in the transformation of the organization.
In order to engage in social enterprise activities and recruit board members with more businessrelated skills and skills relevant to specific social enterprises considered, the organization’s
articles of incorporation and bylaws needed to be revised.

Culture of organization
Namerind values its tenants, staff, and contractors through a culture of care. In terms of
tenants, Namerind believes that giving tenants nice homes is important, so tenants feel proud of
their homes. Namerind also creates opportunities to show tenants they are valued as part of the
organization. For example, the organization hosts an annual summer picnic for tenants, staff,
and contractors to mingle outside of regular property/tenant management relationships. As for
the staff culture, Namerind places value on family. When recruiting staff, interviewers look for
candidates who demonstrate this value. Namerind also sees it as important to ensure
contractors feel part of the team.

Managing risk
The CEO and board accepted there is always risk when taking on new investments. Processes
were put in place to evaluate the social enterprises being considered to ensure that risks would
not be detrimental to the overall success of Namerind, though it was accepted there may be
some initial and short-term losses. For instance, with the pharmacy, they knew it would not be
profitable right away, but the pharmacy was located next to a community health clinic, so they
were confident patients would come, eventually making the social enterprise profitable.
Risks were further mitigated by:
•
•
•
•
•

Creating separate entities for some social enterprises (e.g. for Grounds Guys and created
the Namerind Development Corporation for the land purchase downtown);
Having an advisory board and mentors from the local business community;
Having a sound financial department;
Trying to work with the same contractors and consultants if they offer fair prices; and
Hiring a professional auditing company to ensure transparency and credibility in financial
reporting.

Staff skills
The organization has grown to accommodate new areas of business. This involves bringing on
new staff, some with professional designations (e.g. pharmacist, trades people with journeymen
certification, and people with financial credentials) recruited from the private and non-profit
sectors. The CEO’s advisory committee has helped create and revise job descriptions with
each new area of business. Namerind values investing in staff and creating opportunities for
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staff to act as leaders. For example, Namerind made an extensive investment in safety training
for all staff and have taught staff to lead safety training sessions. The fact that staff feel valued
is demonstrated through their willingness to step and help out when extra work needs to be
done.
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CASE STUDY 13: VANCOUVER NATIVE HOUSING SOCIETY, VANCOUVER

Business Transformation activity :

Expanding into new areas of business- social enterprises

“Vancouver Native Housing Society got involved in social enterprise as a vehicle to deal with
the expiry of government operating agreements.”

Dave Eddy, CEO, Vancouver Native Housing Society
Context
Vancouver Native Housing Society (VNHS) started providing affordable housing in Vancouver in
1984 with financial support from Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) under the
Pre-86 Urban Native Housing Program. Over the years, as its federal government subsidies
have decreased, VNHS has increased the number of affordable housing units it operates.
In 2002, VNHS operated 311 affordable housing units, mostly with funding from the federal
government and some through provincial funding programs. By 2015, VNHS was operating 825
affordable housing units. Units were added through former CMHC funding programs, BC
Housing funding programs (such as the Provincial Homelessness Initiative), capital from
municipal, provincial, and federal governments, and self-sustaining social enterprises.

Type of business transformation activities
In 2012, VNHS opened its first fully self-sustained supportive housing project with 24 units for
Aboriginal artists who were homeless or at-risk of homelessness. The project requires no
ongoing government subsidies because it is funded through two social enterprises, both located
on the same site:
•

•

Skwachàys Lodge is a boutique hotel owned and operated by VNHS and Canada’s first
Aboriginal arts hotel, located in Vancouver’s historic downtown. The top three floors of the
building contain the 18 hotel units for travelers and Aboriginal patients travelling to
Vancouver from remote areas to receive medical treatment. Each suite features original wall
murals by Aboriginal artists. The hotel was the winner in its category of the Certificate of
Excellence from TripAdvisor in 2015. Skwachàys Lodge also has a smudging room and a
sweat lodge. To help create the Lodge, VNHS was awarded $3.5 million from the Federal
Infrastructure Stimulus Fund. As well, designers offered their services pro bono and
suppliers provided furniture free of charge to help create this hotel.
The Urban Aboriginal Fair Trade Gallery, created by VNHS, provides a community owned
resource for Aboriginal artists. This site is a community driven initiative dedicated to sharing
the artistic and cultural work of the urban Aboriginal community. Originally conceived in
2008 as an on-line project to view the Downtown Eastside neighbourhood through the eyes
of Aboriginal artists and increase the First Nations cultural content, the project has matured
into a fine-art gallery dedicated to sharing and promoting the artistic and cultural work of the
Vancouver’s urban Aboriginal community. Some of the art sold in the gallery is created by
artists-in-residence, living in the building’s supportive housing units.
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Both social enterprises are turning profits, which are used to subsidize the 24 supportive
housing units in the building. The Aboriginal artists living in the building pay $375 per month in
rent. The actual cost of operating these units is closer to $900 per month, so the Lodge and
gallery are subsidizing each unit by approximately $525 per month. The two social enterprises
are now generating more than the $150,000 per year required to subsidize the supportive
housing units in the building. VNHS has plans to use this additional funding as capital to
expand its portfolio of affordable housing units and sustain existing units, as operating
agreements expire for their government subsidized units.
Operating agreements for two of VNHS’ affordable housing projects (51 units) will expire in
2019 and operating agreements for all government subsidized units in VNHS’ portfolio will
expire by 2030. As such, the organization is actively exploring strategies to ensure these units
will be self-sustaining upon expiry, including potentially:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Doing an assessment of their portfolio and exploring possibly redeveloping some properties;
Selling the office building they currently own for profit and including new office space in a
redeveloped site;
Creating affordable homeownership for some existing tenants;
Creating affordable mixed income projects (including maybe partnering with a private
developer) that may be able to turn a profit to subsidize some units in the same building
(affordable home ownership, affordable rental, subsidized);
Developing an affordable housing trust, which would involve partnering with a philanthropist
or private developer and crowd-funding to raise funds – the money would then be leant out
on a 2 or 3 year timeframe and returned with a small interest or tax receipt, with the
proceeds used to build units to sell at market rate or affordable home ownership rates, and
create affordable rental units;
Working with a social enterprise committee to explore additional unique and high revenue
opportunities;
Looking to work with other Aboriginal communities across Canada to replicate the gallery,
lodge, and housing for artists model, which could potentially generate income for VNHS
either through franchising the model or through consultant fees to provide mentorship; and
Creating opportunities for tenants who are able and ready to move along the housing
continuum to free up subsidized units for others who need this form of housing through
providing tenant education around financial literacy and by encouraging/assisting tenants in
developing housing goals and plans to achieve those goals.

Governance and leadership
The idea of engaging in social enterprise to help sustain and create new affordable housing
units was part of a four part strategy developed by VNHS’ board in 2009 as they began
preparing for the expiry of operating agreements.7 This strategic plan was given to the CEO to
implement. While the Lodge and gallery represent new areas of business for the organization,
7

The four points of the plan included: 1. Acquire more housing and maintain existing housing, 2.
Organizational excellence and moving through change process to create efficiency, 3. Aboriginal
succession so creating opportunities for Aboriginal people to build capacity, and 4. Engage in
social enterprise.
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they are closely linked to the organization’s mandate and support its core missing to provide
safe and affordable housing to Aboriginal people in the community, as the proceeds from these
social enterprises all go back to sustaining and creating affordable housing for Aboriginal
people.

Culture of organization
As the organization has grown, the culture of the organization has changed. The growth of the
organization has required a more formal structure (including a CEO position, HR department,
and Communications department). The organization is now operating under a more businesslike model than it did in the past. The organization has also implemented processes to
demonstrate accountability and transparency, such as developing business cases to ensure
value for dollars spent and stricter processes in the areas of rent collection and income
verification. The pace of work is much faster than it used to be and being flexible and adaptable
to change is important.
While operating under more of a business-like model, VNHS still works with marginalized
populations and continues to be sensitive to issues this population may face. Also, the
organization is stepping into a business model while maintaining traditional Indigenous values
that have been part of the culture of VNHS, such as valuing the role of Elders and stewardship
of Mother Earth. The organization aims to balance its social purpose within a framework that is
effective and efficient.

Managing risk
Stepping outside of the regular work done by VNHS and into the world of social enterprise was
uncharted territory for the organization. This meant the organization needed to be less risk
adverse and more flexible than it had been in the past. The organization considered its options
carefully when identifying appropriate social enterprises to take on, so as not to alienate
partners, such as funders and the bank, etc. The board and CEO had conversations with key
partners to ensure they supported the new direction of the organization and got pre-approval
from relevant partners before pursuing any new business ventures. The board focused on
social enterprise opportunities that were tied to the organization’s mission. These new
endeavors required careful planning and research into to the potential pitfalls and risks. VNHS
made sure it had appropriate insurance in place to cover potential risks of its new businesses.

Staff skills
As the organization moves to a more formal structure, VNHS has recruited new employees with
skills such as Communications and HR. VNHS has also recently recruited staff with financial
expertise from the private and government sectors. Generally, the organization looks for staff
that can think on the spot and respond to situations based on life and work experience or
through their education and training. They also look for employees and board members that are
independent thinkers and have a more entrepreneurial spirit.
The CEO has also gained new skills to help implement the new direction of the organization.
For example, he has earned a Master’s Degree in Leadership. He also sits on many local,
national, and international boards and associations related to housing. Participation in these
boards and associations provides important networking opportunities and helps the CEO stay
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informed of emerging best practices and lessons learned from other organizations that can help
VNHS grow.
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CASE STUDY 14: LYNNHAVEN SOCIETY, ABBOTSFORD

Business Transformation activity :

Change of rent structure to include low end market rental units for
seniors (replaced RGI model); cross-subsidize.

“Our old site was aging and in need of major repairs. Without the sale of the old site and
development of the new site, we would not have been able to continue meeting our mission
of providing affordable housing to seniors in the community. The newly developed site is
sustainable, without ongoing government subsidy.”

Leona Watts, CEO, Lynnhaven Society
Context
The Lynn Ave homes were originally built in 1957 to house veterans and their spouses returning
to the Abbotsford area. The 2.5 acres on Lynn Ave in Abbotsford was purchased by members of
The Royal Canadian Legion, Branch15, Abbotsford. Although members of the Abbotsford Royal
Canadian Legion originally founded the Lynnhaven Society, the society has always acted as an
independent not-for-profit society. Originally, the land housed 10 duplex units and units were
added as funding became available over the years until 1982, with the site ultimately consisting
of 40 units. These 40 units were funded through private donations, as well through the PRAP
Seniors funding program up until 2003 (when the operating agreement for these units expired).
The units rented out at rent-geared-to-income rates. While the units were originally targeted for
veterans, over the years, the need for affordable housing changed in Abbotsford and Lynnhaven
opened up the housing to seniors aged 55+ years.
By the early 2000s, the units had aged and were in need of significant repairs, which would
have been too costly for the organization. Also around that time, Lynnhaven’s waitlist became
longer. Lynnhaven considered redeveloping the site, but the Official Community Plan at the
time did not allow for 4+ storey structures on that site. In 2010, Lynnhaven sold the Lynn Ave
site for $2.675 million. Lynnhaven used this money, along with a low interest mortgage through
BC Housing’s Community Partnership Initiative and a grant of $320,000 from the City of
Abbotsford, to purchase a new site for development. The site purchase and development cost
$4.4 million.
The new site, called McCargar and McMath, opened in 2014 and houses 64 low-end-of-market
rental units for seniors and people with disabilities, aged 55+ years. Rent includes furniture,
hydro, hot water, and heat. While 56 of the units rent out at $650 per month8, the remaining 8
units rent out at $375 and are dedicated for adults with disabilities aged 55+ years that do not

8

The average market rent for 1 bedroom apartments in the City of Abbotsford was $690 in Fall
2014 according to the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation’s Fall Rental Market Report for
Vancouver and Abbotsford CMAs.
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yet qualify for seniors’ pensions or BC Housing’s Shelter Aid for Elderly Renters (SAFER) rent
subsidies, but receive Income Assistance through the Persons with Disabilities category. 9

Type of business transformation activities
McCargar and McMath receives no ongoing government subsidies to operate. The project is
self-sustaining through the following initiatives:
•

•

•

•

•

Through a relationship with the Fraser Valley Housing Network, Lynnhaven was connected
with Algra Brothers, a private developer in the area. Algra Brothers had an affordable
housing model plan, which they shared with Lynnhaven. The Algra Brothers model involved
creating micro-suites. The 64 self-contained suites at McCargar and McMath are 300
square feet and include built in furnishings to create a functional and livable layout. These
smaller suites and use of an existing design plan led to lower development costs, which
meant lower breakeven operating costs.
Algra Brothers provided design and development services at below market value to help
save costs on the development of the site, again leading to lower breakeven operating
costs.
With the move to the new site, Lynnhaven moved from a rent-geared-to-income rent
structure to charging rent at breakeven rates. This allowed Lynnhaven to cover its operating
costs without ongoing government subsidies.
To help tenants afford the breakeven rent rates, Lynnhaven assists all eligible tenants in
applying for SAFER. Tenants aged 60 years and over with qualifying incomes are eligible
for BC Housing’s SAFER rent subsidies. SAFER provides cash assistance to senior renters
in BC who pay more than 30% of their income towards their shelter costs. This rental
assistance allows McCargar and McMath tenants to pay rent at affordable rates, while still
allowing Lynnhaven to break even on its operating costs, including cross-subsidizing the 8
units that rent out at $375 per month. Tenants at the old site were paying well-below
breakeven rent at rent-geared-to-income rates. To help tenants transition to their new units
and flat rent rates, Lynnhaven began working with tenants before the move to connect all
eligible tenants to SAFER.
Lynnhaven received a low interest mortgage from BC Housing through the Community
Partnership Initiative to help lower mortgage payments for the McCargar and McMath site,
and thereby, ongoing operating costs.

Though McCargar and McMath is self-sustaining, there are no additional profits to allow the
organization to grow and expand. Some initiatives the organization would like to pursue include
creating additional independent seniors’ affordable housing, as well as creating an assisted
living facility to allow tenants who can no longer live independently transition into assisted living
operated by the same housing provider.

9

These 8 units were part of the agreement made with the City of Abbotsford in exchange for the
$320,000 grant.
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Governance and leadership
The board was completely onside with the sale of the old site and development of a new site.
Had they not developed the new site, the organization would no longer have been able to meet
its mission, as the units on the old site were too expensive to repair.

Culture of organization
Lynnhaven now provides more supports to tenants than at the old site. Since moving to the
new site, Lynnhaven has partnered with other local service providers to provide supports to
tenants, such as connecting tenants to home care, social workers, and mental health workers
as needed. Staff get involved quickly with tenants as new needs emerge and work closely with
tenants’ families to keep them connected.

Managing risk
There are always unforeseen costs when developing a new site, but Lynnhaven had a pro
forma in place for the McCargar and McMath site, which helped keep costs under control. Now
that the site is developed, there is always risk of damage to the occupied units. Lynnhaven has
a contingency fund in place as part of its breakeven calculations to help cover repairs, as well
as adequate insurance to cover bigger unforeseen problems (e.g. a flood).

Staff skills
The organization has remained the same size with the move (an Executive Director and a
maintenance person, along with a volunteer Board); however, the roles for the two staff
positions have broadened. The maintenance worker and Executive Director easily adapted to
these changes and no new training was required.
The Executive Director came to the position with training in the real estate sector, which helped
her, along with the board, oversee the sale of the old site and the purchase/development of the
new site. Where additional expertise was required, professionals were hired on a consulting
basis (e.g. lawyers). Because Lynnhaven provides more support to tenants, the Executive
Director now works full-time and has taken on additional onsite administrator duties.
The role of the maintenance worker has also changed. Not only is the maintenance worker
more involved with the tenants (e.g. tenants may go to the maintenance person directly with
questions), but the nature of the maintenance work has also changed in that the old site had
separate ranch style units, while the new site has two multi-storey buildings and grounds.
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4. Concluding Observations
As outlined at the beginning, this research report is intended to trigger start a much-needed
debate about change and transformation in the Canadian housing sector. The research
explored the emerging new practices and innovation in Canada’s social and affordable housing
system. It also examined the approaches and strategies that housing organizations have
implemented as they relate to business transformation activities. Evident from the case studies
is that the housing sector is learning to embrace the inevitability of change; and the key to
surviving and to thrive in the new operating environment is a strategic commitment to both
business and social value. This involves new ways of operating business and it requires
government and organizational commitment to and investment in new ways of delivering social
and affordable housing.
Through a review of the case studies, resonating are five key observations about the Canadian
social and affordable housing sector.
•
•
•
•
•

Need to change the system itself (operating environment)
Providers are becoming more entrepreneurial
Transformations are modest- more of an evolving change
Fragmentation and lack of scale are a constraint to effective leadership
Constraints on municipal non-profits

These are described in more detailed in the following sub-sections.
Need to change the system itself (operating environment)
While the case studies were mainly on providers (or societies in BC) they also included two
funder/regulators (BC Housing and Manitoba Housing). These organizations play a key role, as
they define the system within which the providers operate. Policies that enable and encourage
creativity and some degree of managed risk are critical. Traditionally, government regulators
have focused extensively on rules compliance and avoiding risk. As such they can constrain
and stifle innovation. It is difficult to evoke change within the system, without changing (or
augmenting) the system itself.
Providers are becoming more entrepreneurial
Notwithstanding the above, the case study organizations in the present report are exploring and
implementing ways to commodify their expertise by selling services, which their roles as social
housing developers and property managers have enabled them to develop. They are also
exploring and implementing practices to draw on accumulated asset equity.
The organizations being reviewed as case studies in the present report are becoming social
entrepreneurs and mixing their traditional approaches and roles (effectively delivering
government funded programs) with new revenue generating activities. They are less dependent
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on government funding and more focused on creating or drawing on their own resources (both
human and capital assets).
Fujiwara (2013) succinctly frames this transition as one that is moving from an era of top-down
regulation and directed (program) investment towards greater autonomy and diversity of
approach in which housing providers generate and invest their self-generated capital.
In examining the concept of “hybridity” in social organizations, Blessing (2012) cites research
that identifies the more recent institutionalization of not-for-profit housing providers as social
entrepreneurs, and an important characteristic of these transitioning organizations:
“Rather than relying on state subsidies, these organizations use limited state support to lever
private development capital and to pursue commercial profits for social ends” (Blessing, 2012).
This, to a large degree encapsulates the type of change that we are beginning to see in the
Canadian social housing sector. All of the case study organizations considered in the present
report have recognized that the scale of funding today is much lower than it was when most of
these organizations started out; but they also recognize that in order to meet the housing needs
of very low income families and individuals there remains a role for public subsidy. The new
initiatives that they are trying to pursue seek to complement and extend the impact of what most
expect will continue to be limited funding.
Transformations are modest – more of an evolving change
While the case studies reveal that these organizations are broadening their scope of activities—
some such as SHDM very substantially—this, more often than not, involved augmenting their
ongoing core activities. The identified practices and activities are neither displacing nor
replacing traditional roles.
The organizations are not so much transforming as they are evolving and adapting to the new
operating environment in which they will have to survive (minimal new funding and expiring
federal subsidies and agreements).
And as part of this evolution, most are remaining firmly committed to their core values and
mission (providing housing opportunities to low and moderate income households in need).
Schein (2010) underlines the need to articulate and recommit to organizational values during
periods of change, as a way to keep organizations grounded. This message reinforces Paul
Tennant’s (CEO Orbit Housing in the UK) mantra of pursuing “profit for a purpose” – and its true
in the for purpose, or social purpose business models, the purpose remains paramount.
Fragmentation and lack of scale are a constraint to effective leadership
While this sample of case studies suggest that some social housing organizations are
innovating and evolving, it is not clear if the new practices they reflect are being widely adopted
across the sector. And perhaps it is not critical that all need to transform. In part this reflects the
characteristics of the community based social housing sector in Canada, with many small single
project providers. Indeed, those that are transforming may be more limited cases, rather than
representative of the sector as a whole (for example, despite wide distribution, the survey
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yielded a very small number of responses). Successfully emulating the experience of these
cases will depend on the scale and desire of providers.
The literature suggests that great organizations are an outcome of strong leadership, and of
gathering the right people and expertise together. The case studies themselves confirm that
this has been an important factor in these fourteen organizations.
Well-functioning and effective societies often have achieved a scale that facilitates greater
efficiency. And with scale comes a capacity to hire more professional staff and to take on newer
activities, such as redevelopment and intensification, and to experiment with new approaches.
This is the belief that underpins BC Housing initiative to transfer assets into the community
sector as a strategy to enable some societies to grow. It should however be noted that BC’s
strategy is not primarily about growth or consolidation, it is more about strengthening the nonprofit sector as a diverse whole, regardless of whether it results in larger entities or merely a
stronger, more successful small scale operators. Both can meet the unique housing needs of
BC’s communities.
One of the largest challenges confronting the social-affordable housing sector in Canada is the
lack of scale and professionalism and the implications this has for developing leadership skills
and the expertise to lead change. Without organizations of sufficient scale to support
professionals and an executive team, it is hard to develop and retain the type of leadership and
critical supporting expertise that is needed to help transform more organizations in this sector
from good (or merely mediocre) to great.
Constraints on municipal non-profits
That said, scale and leadership alone may not be sufficient; a culture of innovation and a
tolerance for risk taking is also important, especially for more entrepreneurial activities. It is
notable that the cases identified do not include many municipal housing corporations, even
though these tend to be the organizations that have scale, professionalism and access to
resources to develop and implement new approaches and practices.
In both the initial survey to find cases and in discussion with representatives of a number of
municipal non–profits (MNP’s) revealed some constraints on their ability to pursue innovation.
Most MNPs in the survey responded to questions about innovative new practices with muted
affirmation “yes but only minor activities”. Most are accountable to municipal councils, either as
internal departments or as subsidiary corporations and as such are overseen by municipal
officials, who typically tend to be more cautious and risk adverse. The municipal corporations
that are included (Edmonton, and Haldimand Norfolk) are more removed and arm’s length from
the municipality.
This is not to say there is no innovation and experimentation in such municipal owned
corporations, but it tends to occur on a more cautious and incremental basis and more typically
involves new approaches to service delivery rather than exploration of new revenues or
entrepreneurial partnerships. Creative new initiatives, especially any requiring some
investment, must typically seek council approval. Political oversight and a more risk adverse
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culture acts to moderate the potential to innovate, and the pace of change and ability for these
organizations to adapt may be occurring too slowly to be beneficial.
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Appendix A: Literature Review
The issue being examined is the transformation of traditional social housing organizations, from
social program delivery agents/property managers into more socially entrepreneurial entities.
The literature review began with a search of academic literature, which identified a number of
research articles—mainly international in scope. It then searched more on Canada, and relied
primarily on the grey literature. Suffice to say there is an absence of academic literature on
Canada. Finally, a brief review of the literature on organizational change and management
theory was conducted, with a focus on social sector and non-profit organizational change.

International Context
The dominant characteristic of housing providers in the Canadian context is one of
organizations created specifically for the purpose of providing social/affordable housing with
funding provided under specific federal, provincial and territorial programs. Over the post war
period until 1994, funding programs were in place and enabled non-profit entities to undertake
development with no (or minimal) other contributions. There was little need or incentive to seek
out additional funding sources or to be creative and innovative to either procurement or
management. 10
This is somewhat different than the way assisted housing has evolved in other countries. In the
US, program funding cuts in the early 1980’s and the absence of funded programs forced
advocates and community organizations to be more creative and entrepreneurial. Many drew on
private sector mechanisms and vehicles like tax shelters to generate funding and financing for
affordable housing; localities created local mechanisms like trust funds; and many proponents
cobbled together multiple sources of funding (Pomeroy and Lampert 1998).
Nguyen, Rohe, & Cowan (2012), in reference to the United States context, make a distinction
between transformation within a housing organization, on the one hand, and transformation of
the housing system, or some aspect of it. For example, the introduction of Section 8 vouchers in
1974 (now known as the Housing Choice Voucher Program), the introduction of the low income
housing tax credit (LIHTC) program in 1989 and HOPE VI (originally known as the Urban
Redevelopment Demonstration) have all had significant impacts in setting the stage for
(re)developing and financing affordable housing in the US. Following these system changes,
organizations have adapted their activities and expertise to take advantage of new options.
The critical transformation in the US was in identifying new and different skills and expertise and
attracting this into the affordable housing sector. As stated by former US Secretary of the US
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), Henry Cisneros (cited in Nguyen, M.
T., Rohe, W. M., Cowan, S. M, 2012):
“PHAs [Public Housing Authorities] did not have the organizational structure
and trained personnel to execute real estate transactions of the complexity
required under the HOPE VI model. For HOPE VI to be a success, the
10

One organizational innovation was the development of a relative strong co-operative housing
sector, although this too was highly dependent on formal government programming and funding.
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authorities would have to retain the requisite talent, revamp their accounting
systems, adopt less centralized organizational models, and learn the
techniques of site management…”
In large part this brought a wider set of professional expertise into the sector, especially related
to financing and development. This represented a shift from more community based social
service workers to increasingly sophisticated real estate and financing experts able to arrange
and execute more complex “deals”, drawing on tax mechanisms and multi layered financing
(Pomeroy and Lampert 1998; Pomeroy et al 2002).
Similarly, although not premised to the same degree on sophisticated financing arrangements
and tax sheltering, shifts in the funding and program framework in European nations also
heralded new models, commencing in the 1980’s and expanding through the 1990’s. Ronald
(2013) observed: “Starting in the late-1970s, but becoming more intensive in the last two
decades, transformation in housing sectors has been radical. Specifically…market concepts
and market forms of coordination have been in the ascendancy in housing policy and among
housing organizations" (Ronald 2013).
In the Netherland and the UK, funding reforms that curtailed capital funding were replaced by
personal subsidies, such that rental revenues were supported (van Kempten and Priemus 2002;
Boelhouwer 2002; Scanlon and Whitehead 2008; Ronald 2013). These revenue subsidies
enabled proponents to secure commercial financing against quasi-market based rent cash
flows. In the case of the Netherlands, government traded off mortgage loans against ongoing
subsidy. As a result, non-profit housing associations realized a new debt-free independence, but
were required to operate in a more business-oriented, profit generating manner (Ronald, 2013).
Housing associations broadened their role to include reaching beyond the traditional lowmoderate market segment to develop homes for the ownership market, which generated greater
surpluses on sale.
In the academic housing literature, these transformations have been labeled as hybridity: the
merging of traditionally non-profit social service delivery with more business oriented
management and operational structures.11 An entire special volume of the Housing Studies
journal was dedicated to this theme in 2012 (Housing Studies Vol. 24, 2012). The concept of
hybridity reflects the mix of social non-profit motives and objectives with more entrepreneurial
business practices (Nguyen, M. T., Rohe, W. M., Cowan, S. M. (2012).
One UK social housing leader, Paul Tennant, (CEO, Orbit Housing, UK) refers to their new
approach as one embracing ‘profit for purpose’ (HSC 2014). That is, they seek out opportunities
to generate surpluses or profits, but reinvest these back into sustaining or expanding their
mission (providing housing for lower income clients). Fujiwara (2013) succinctly frames this
transition as one that is moving from an era of top down regulation and directed (program)
investment towards greater autonomy and diversity of approach in which housing providers
generate and invest their self-generated capital. In Canada, such top down regulation and
directed (program) investment is similarly phasing out (albeit not entirely) as operating
11

Here the concept of “more businesslike” refers to management practices that emphasize
generating and reinvesting surpluses, rather than simply receiving and administering public
subsidy.
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agreements come to end; but it remains to be seen whether, and how, providers take advantage
of their new autonomy and whether they evolve into new forms and activities.
Australia is a late-comer to this type of transformation. In Australia, most social housing was
developed and owned by large public (State) housing corporations (similar to Canada’s
provincial and territorial public housing corporations) with only a very small community based
sector. However, a small community non-profit sector has more recently begun to expand. This
was strengthened by new programming commencing in 2009 (National Rental Affordability
Scheme, NRAS) which was intended to attract institutional investment but instead has enabled
the modest growth of the non-profit sector (Milligan, V., Nieboer, N., Hulse, K., & Mullins, D.
2012; Gilmour, T., & Milligan, V. 2012). In addition, influenced by the loan-stock transfer
program in the UK, Australian States have been exploring ways to transfer management (but
not assets) into the community sector as a way to help the community sector achieve scale and
professionalism (Pawson et al 2012).

Canadian
Drawing from this more internationally focused academic literature, a search on Canadian
literature was undertaken that covered both the formal academic journals as well as the so
called grey literature (i.e. government and other research reports). This searched Google online
as well as the Canada Housing and Mortgage Corporation (CMHC) library catalogue using
keywords ”housing” in combination with “hybridity” and “social enterprise” (the equivalent terms
were used in French).
While some research was revealed using these keywords, very little housing relevant research
was found. Perhaps this reflects the state of change in the Canadian social housing sector –
while some providers are evolving, it is still rare in Canada to find a social/affordable housing
provider using the “social enterprise” label (which many now do in the UK/US).
Beyond the housing arena, the concept of social enterprise is not new. Researchers suggest
various forms of social enterprise have existed for 30 years (O’Connor 2014). That said, the
label has not been widely adopted among social housing providers.
Researchers at Mount Royal University’s Institute for Nonprofit Studies conduct an annual
survey across a range of provinces, seeking to track the growth in social enterprise
organizations. In their BC survey they reported substantial growth with 358 organizations
reporting in 2014, up from 231 in 2010. However, housing providers are noticeably absent,
representing only 8% of respondents. And this is despite the survey organizers collaborating
with BC Non-Profit Housing Association who included information and a request to participate in
the survey in a newsletter and on their web site.
O’Connor (2014) reports that a recent survey of Ontario social enterprises found most were
concentrated in retail sales (including thrift)(36%), education (27%), landscaping/gardening
(20%), food services/catering (19%), janitorial/cleaning services(17%), tourism (16%), and
sports and recreation (15%). Again, housing is noticeably absent.
Though very little Canadian literature was found with respect to either housing organizational
transformation or social entrepreneurialism, there is a larger literature on social enterprise
outside of the housing sector.
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Reflecting the search words used, the literature tends to review and discuss the concept of
social enterprise as a form of transformation within and across the charitable and not-for-profit
sector.
Bridge and Corrival (2009) discuss the legal, corporate structure of social enterprises. In this
regard, they suggest that the legal and institutional framework currently in place in Canada (e.g.
legislative framework for the charitable and non-profit sector) is not necessarily conducive to
facilitating and encouraging growth of social enterprise organizations. They argue that
“governments should modernize the organizational infrastructure that applies to social
enterprise to better enable it to flourish” (Bridge and Corriveau 2009). This may be an important
lesson as we begin to explore experience in the housing sector. A recent example of such
modernization of organizational infrastructure is BCs implementation of a hybrid legal structure
called the Community Contributions Company (C3) under the BC Business Corporations Act in
2013. C3s are for-profit firms that must have a community purpose and specifically designed to
attract socially conscious investments. This legislation came out of government wanting to
support the social enterprise sector and as a way to encourage private sector investment into
these types of enterprises.
Bridge and Corrival (2009) also offer a useful framing definition that can inform our current
research.
“A social enterprise is an organization or venture that achieves its primary
social or environmental mission using business methods.…. Social enterprises
build a more just, sustainable world by applying market-based strategies to
today's social problems.” 12

And a 2011 White Paper on Social Enterprise (MARs 2011) adds a further definition:
More commonly…the term [social enterprise] refers to the use of revenuegenerating business-like activities to accomplish, at least in part, a socially
beneficial end.

Elson and Hall (2014) elaborate further: “a business venture owned or operated by a non-profit
organization that sells goods or provides services in the market for the purpose of creating a
blended return on investment, both financial and social/environmental/cultural.” They add that
non-profit housing providers meet this definition because they collect rent and/or service
government contracts as part of fulfilling unmet housing needs. 13 Their latter claim may,
however, be contestable within the program based non-profit housing sector. Many providers
seek to provide affordable housing but they also do so in a way than minimizes any financial
return, beyond breaking even. Indeed there is a systemic disincentive to generate a surplus as
under many programs such surpluses are clawed back as a program policy by funders. In
addition, and perhaps a consequence of program policies, there is a practice and belief in the
12

Cited from Social Enterprise Alliance https://socialenterprise.us

13

As described in request for survey participation on BC Non-Profit Housing Association website,
June 2012 http://bcnpha.ca/news/social-enterprise-survey-needs-non-profit-housing-providers/
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not-for-profit sector is that they truly are not for profit. While this is not true for all, it is a
pervasive characteristic and belief in the social housing sector in Canada—much more so that
in other countries where more entrepreneurial activities have flourished.
Use of the key word “innovation” with “social housing” in the literature search generated a much
larger number of ‘hits’; but the former is a phrase used very broadly, and accordingly it was less
helpful in narrowing research to our focus (namely, the expansion in activity with a more
business-oriented surplus generating objective).
One recent summary of research on innovations in social housing (Pierre 2007) provides a
summary of six other research reports, purportedly examining this theme. These papers,
however, say little about innovative models and practices beyond the need for increased multisector collaboration and use of partnerships as a way to generate creative solutions.
The constraint of no national funding program between 1994-2000, (although BC and Québec
continued provincial programs), did cause some traditional providers to start thinking ‘outside
the program box.’ This included exploring new approaches, seeking alternate funding sources
and trying to invent lower cost solutions (one of the case studies CCOC, undertook a number of
small developments); but few were able to amass the scale of capital needed to fund new
development outside of programs, and new starts were quite minimal.
In the aftermath of the termination of federal funding for new social housing development in
1994, CHRA,or example,) led a CMHC-funded initiative called Homegrown Solutions, providing
small grants (up to $20,000) to organizations seeking to implement new ideas and options. The
funding was minimal—effectively seed money—but did help to document efforts to create new
housing. The models that did emerge at that time ranged from small initiatives to add secondary
suites, to efforts to create new housing trust funds (unsuccessful) to small infill and extensions
that combined multi-sources of funding (CHRA 2000).
One notable example of organizational transformation was the creation of a new non-profit
corporation, Options for Homes, initially in Toronto. With this initiative, former co-op
development consultants created a new social enterprise to build entry level affordable housing
for homeownership with a financing model that shared appreciation to create an investment pool
for further land purchase and expansion—essentially a self-perpetuating model (Evanson and
Millar 2005). This shift in focus from serving lower income households in the subsidized cooperative housing program to building homes for sale at market prices without subsidy, together
with a mechanism to capture a share of the appreciated value, represents a significant
transformation both in targeting and in organizational culture (this model was adopted by one of
the case studies – SHDM in Montréal).

Organization change
Looking more specifically at the literature on organizational change and management theory,
there is a rich and diverse literature. One useful model relevant to the current research can be
traced back to Porter’s (1980) articulation of generic types of competitive strategy. This outlined
generic strategies through which corporations pursue a competitive advantage. These were cost
leadership (lowest cost) product differentiation (creating a distinct product) and focus (offering
its products to selected segments of the market). His generic strategy framework used a four-
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cell matrix to align different strategies against on one axis strategic target (industry wide vs.
specific market segment) and on the other strategic advantage (unique position for customer or
low cost positioning).

To be successful, he argued that companies should pursue only one of the dominant strategies;
otherwise they would waste resources in non-core areas and fail to achieve a competitive
advantage. Porter was of course examining how commercial profit seeking organizations
develop and use market strategy to increase market share, profitability and sustainability.
However, in the non-profit and social sector, this might usefully be adapted to show how nonprofits generate revenues to reinvest in their mission, increase sector share, and sustain their
mission by pursuing one or more of the strategic options identified. We develop such a
framework in the section following in order to illustrate the generic strategies being adopted
within the Canadian housing context.
A 2014 study comparing not for profit housing challenges and opportunities in Australia, the UK
and Netherlands addressed both questions of strategic positioning and consequent
organizational restructuring. In particular they identified the concepts of “organizational hybridity”
and “social enterprise” as the key to understanding strategic positioning:


Hybrid organisations are defined as “those that blend public, community and
market goals and modus operandi to achieve their purpose (Mullins et al. 2012).
They must achieve social outcomes by continuous trade-offs between the
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competing rules and cultural norms of market, public and civil society realms
(Blessing 2014; 2012)”.


Social enterprise is defined as “centring on the creation of social value through
applying market methods (Ko & Kong 2012; Peattie & Morley 2008). Social
enterprises rely substantially on trading to fulfil their social mission and reinvest
any surpluses in pursuit of this mission (Barraket et al. 2010). Characteristically
they involve more complex business models and entrepreneurial behaviours than
traditional NFP organisations.” (Milligan et al 2014)

With respect to organisational adaptations to policy and market changes over a six-year period,
the study pointed to a “dynamic process of growth and hybridisation in Australian not-for-profit
(NFP) housing organisations similar to that seen internationally.” (Milligan et al 2014). Citing
both internal and external drivers the report concludes that these organisations are being
propelled through their own initiative and the retraction of government investment towards
generating new business ventures and creative solutions associated with social enterprise
models. However, the research highlighted three new challenges that such activity poses:


Tolerance for the degree of independence from government that these agencies
can achieve given both the embedded and fluid nature of the relationships
between NFP housing organisations and the state, with the Netherlands example
pointing strikingly to some of the limits to this independence.



The risk that the financial and market imperatives under which these
organisations increasingly operate could gradually erode the centrality of
corporate focus on those most in need.



The danger that commercial realities and/or prevailing government priorities may
tip the balance away from the influence of community needs and expectations.

Clearly these are important concerns for all social enterprise organizations when reviewing their
strategic mandate and undertaking organizational change in order to support it.
In this context a useful source on organizational and management theory is provided by Jim
Collins 2000 book Good to Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap ...and Others Don’t.
In 2005 Collins published an addendum as a separate monograph focusing specifically on the
social sector. The original book (2000) involved a detailed examination on what made publicly
traded commercial companies great and focused on key aspects of management. As a result
of his subsequent examination of social sector organizations, including hospitals, educational
institutions and various social service agencies Collins encountered a common perspective that
people felt that non-profits and social agencies need to be more business-like. In the 2005
addendum, he dismissed this notion arguing that many private business organizations are not
good and many are mediocre, so why should the social sector seek to emulate them or their
practices? Collins concluded that the critical distinction is not between business and social, but
between great and good. “We need to reject the naive imposition of the "language of business"
on the social sectors, and instead jointly embrace a language of greatness, and what makes
organizations great, rather than merely good (or worse mediocre)”. Good to Great and the
Social Sectors (Collins 2005) provides many useful lessons for social enterprises. Its attention
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to effective leadership, attracting the right people, a disciplined approach to all aspects of the
organization, and focusing on being great at one thing.
Collins further adds that the qualities of leadership in good-to-great companies – personal
humility and professional will – are the key in social organizations, even to a greater degree
than business. Charisma and ego are unnecessary, and perhaps even liabilities.
The case studies reviewed in the next section examine the extent to which housing
organizations are embracing the characteristics that help to make them “great” and illustrate that
Canadian housing organizations are engaging in similar reforms to those reported elsewhere
and are embracing techniques and practices from other sectors. They also reveal the similar if
not more cautious approaches being shown by Canadian housing organizations as they
negotiate the delicate balance between private sector enterprise and their traditional
philanthropic and social service roots. In particular, as Tonkiss and Passey (1999) observed, “a
tension exists between trust relations based on principles of voluntarism and linked to shared
values, and relations of confidence that are mediated by institutional and contractual forms”.
In order to manage this process, it is essential that organizations clarify what their mission is.
As already discussed, a better sense of strategic purpose is essential for determining and
ultimately meeting objectives, but so too is a strong sense of shared values both within the
organization and between the different stakeholders. The stronger the values within the
organization the more confident stakeholders will be to extend autonomy and discretion to
managers charged with determining how best to achieve objectives and mission. This in turn
generates trust and greater tolerance for risk and in the process helps to reduce potential and
significant barriers to change.
The literature on organizational culture and change is vast, but terms such as “mission” and
“values” can easily become clichéd if they are not seen to be taken seriously by the organization
and in such instances stakeholders can easily grow cynical and suspicious of the motives
underlying change. It is essential that values and mission statement are used to inform
decision-making and that they lead to consistent patterns of action that reinforce them. Where
decisions are made that appear to contradict the organization’s values they must be considered
carefully and be fully explained to stakeholders otherwise they will quickly fuel a negative cycle
of low-trust, resistance and conflict that will inevitably undermine culture and performance over
time.
The likelihood of longer-term damage being done to the organization are increased when the
issues at stake concern fundamental assumptions; what Schein refers to as ‘taken for granted
assumptions.” These are the deep-rooted and often unspoken values beliefs and assumptions
that unite members of the organization.
They are often so deep that it is usually regarded as too obvious to state or even think about
when making strategic decisions or undertaking more routine operations within the organization.
The unspoken nature of such assumptions and values can be extremely powerful factors in
motivating and coordinating effort in pursuit of shared goals. However, their “taken for granted
quality” can also mean that it is easy to lose sight of them and difficult to apply them as criteria
used to guide and evaluate performance and decision-making.
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They are often so deep that it is usually regarded as too obvious to state or even think about
when making strategic decisions or undertaking more routine operations within the organization.
The unspoken nature of such assumptions and values can be extremely powerful factors in
motivating and coordinating effort in pursuit of shared goals. However, their “taken for granted
quality” can also mean that it is easy to lose sight of them and difficult to apply them as criteria
used to guide and evaluate performance and decision-making.
This further underlines the need to articulate and recommit to organizational values during
periods of change. In this case, the potential shift from a traditional not-for-profit service
provider to a hybrid organization that draws on ideas from all sectors in order to create
opportunities for innovation and social enterprise makes the reinforcement of fundamental
beliefs and values imperative.
Of course it is possible and often essential that traditional values and assumptions have to be
re-thought in line with new ideas or simply the realities of the day in order to better respond to
challenges facing the organization and a rapidly changing environment. At such times it is
better to confront the issues, debate assumptions with relevant stakeholders and articulate
changing values and beliefs. Failure to engage in a transparent and open process results in a
“change by stealth” approach whereby the policies and decisions of the organization are seen
increasingly to conflict with its stated values and espoused aims. Under these conditions
stakeholders will naturally feel that they have been excluded from the change process and are
more likely to resist. The resulting rise in tension and disillusionment serves to further
undermine change process and begin the negative cycle discussed earlier.
If culture is to be successfully changed then process becomes crucial, particularly in not-forprofit organizations that foster and rely on commitment and intrinsic forms of motivation for their
success. Schien’s model (Figure 1) is again useful here because it highlights the different levels
at which culture operates and reminds us that symbols, rewards, norms etc. all need to be
realigned to reflect changes in the deeper assumptions and values.
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The adoption of more business-like approaches and the creation of a more innovative and
enterprising culture will require a wide range of changes across the organization that will be
needed to incentivize and encourage desired behavior and outcomes. It is crucial that these are
consistent and aligned and are rooted within the values and mission of the organization.
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Appendix B: Summary Results of Surveyed Non-Profit Housing Organizations in Canada
Housing
Organization

Province

Unit
Size

Aboriginal
Housing Society

Alberta

<100

Atira Women’s
Resource Society

British
Columbia

1,000+

Alberta

1,000+

Ontario

1,000+

Capital Region
Housing Corp

Centretown
Citizens Ottawa
Corporation

Type of new and/or expanded activities
• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing programs
• Generated new revenues from non-social
housing activity (e.g. built homes for sale)
• Other entrepreneurial- developed
services in-house required by
organization and consequently offers it
external agencies for a fee
• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing program
• Sold some properties/homes
• Sold professional services (e.g. property
mgmt., development consulting) to other
organizations
• Developer
• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing programs
• Intensified or redeveloped existing site(s)
• Sold some properties/homes
• Sold professional services (e.g. property
mgmt., developed consulting) to other
organizations
• Generated new revenues from non-social
housing activity (e.g. built homes for sale)
• Sold professional services (e.g. property
mgmt., developed consulting) to other
organizations
• Generated new revenues from non-social
housing activity (e.g. built homes for sale)
• Other- entrepreneurial types of activityBroadening the Base

Change in
organizational
structure
• Moved away from
typical non-profit
structures and adopted
more dedicated
revenue development
business model.
• Entered into new
business partnership
• Created a subsidy
organization

• Merged/amalgamated
with other organization
• Entered into new
business partnership
• Created a subsidy
organization
• Created a subsidy
organization (1996)

Contact

Boyd Thomas, General Manager
(boyd.ahs@shaw.ca)

Janice Abbott, Chief Executive
Officer
(janice_abbott@atira.bc.ca)
Greg Dewling, Chief Executive
Officer
(greg.dewling@crhc.ca)

Ray Sullivan, Executive Director
(ray.sullivan@ccochousing.org)
Graeme Hussey, Development
Manager

(graeme.hussey@ccochousing.org)
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Housing
Organization

Province

Unit
Size

CityHousing
Hamilton

Ontario

1,000+

Elgin and St.
Thomas Housing
Corporation

Ontario

5001,000

GEF Seniors
Housing

Alberta

1,000+

Haldimand &
Norfolk Housing
Corporation

Ontario

5001,000

Housing
Alternatives Inc.

New
Brunswic
k

5001,000

Ontario

1,000+

Kingston &
Frontenac Housing

Type of new and/or expanded activities
• Intensified or redeveloped existing site(s)

Change in
organizational
structure
• Merged/amalgamated
with other organization

-

-

• Intensified or redeveloped existing site(s)
• Generated new revenues from non-social
housing activity (e.g. built homes for sale)
• Developed affordable housing

• Created a lodge centric
org structure

• Sold professional services (e.g. property
mgmt., developed consulting) to other
organizations
• Since 1990 organization managed two
local non-profits; in 2005 and 2013, two
more non-profits were added under the
management of the housing corporation
• We are also considering property
management service opportunities with
other local non-profit who own assets but
property management is not a core
service such as Community Living
agencies.
• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing programs
• Intensified or redeveloped existing
site(s)
• Sold professional services (e.g. property
management, development consulting) to
other organizations
• Sold some properties/homes

• Reorganized for future
expansion of non-profit
management.

-

-

Contact

Brenda Osborne, Chief Executive
Officer
Ralph West, Housing
Manager/CEO
(RalphW@esthc.ca)

Raymond Swonek, Chief
Executive Officer
(rswonek@gef.org)
Christine Brutin, Chief Executive
Officer (cbrutin@hnhousing.ca)

Kit Hickey, Executive Director
(khickey@nb.aibn.com)
Mary Lynn Cousins, Chief
Executive Officer
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Housing
Organization

Province

Unit
Size

Type of new and/or expanded activities

Corporation
M'akola Group of
Societies

British
Columbia

1,000+

Mamele'awt
Qweesome
Housing Society

British
Columbia

100499

Manitoba Housing

Manitoba

1,000+

Niagara Peninsula
Homes

Ontario

1,000+

Northtown Cooperative Homes
Inc.

Ontario

<100

Ottawa

Ontario

1,000+

• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing programs
• Intensified or redeveloped existing site(s)
• Sold some properties/homes
• Sold professional services (e.g. property
management, development consulting) to
other organizations
• Other entrepreneurial types of activityProject Management
• Sold some properties/homes
• Sold professional services (e.g. property
management, development consulting) to
other organizations
• Generated new revenues from non-social
housing activity (e.g. built homes for sale)
• Intensified or redeveloped existing site(s)
• Sold some properties/homes
• Generated new revenues from non-social
housing activity (e.g. built homes for sale)

Change in
organizational
structure

• Merged/amalgamated
with other organization
• Entered into new
business partnership
• Created a subsidy
organization
• Created a subsidy
organization
-

• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing programs
• Intensified or redeveloped existing site(s)
• Generated new revenues from non-social
housing activity (e.g. built homes for sale)
• Other entrepreneurial types of activity

• Created charity for
profit social enterprise

• Sold some properties/homes

• Merged/amalgamated
with other organization

-

-

Contact

(mlcousinsbrame@kfhc.ca)

Kevin Albers, Chief Executive
Officer
(kalbers@makola.bc.ca)

Margaret Pfoh, Executive Director
(mpfoh@mqhs.ca)

Steven Spry, Chief Executive
Officer (acting)
(steven.spry@gov.mb.ca)

Betty Ann Baker, Executive
Director
(babaker@nphcr.ca)

Catherine Jolliffe, Administrator
Patricia Tessier, Executive
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Housing
Organization

Province

Unit
Size

Type of new and/or expanded activities

Community
Housing
P.A. Community
Housing Society
Inc.

Saskatche
wan

100499

Peel Living

Ontario

1,000+

Peterborough
Housing
Corporation

Ontario

5001,000

British
Columbia

100499

Ontario

1,000+

PG Metis Housing
Society

Region of
York/Housing
York Inc.

• Intensified or redeveloped existing
site(s), Apt.-Acquired Brain Injured

Change in
organizational
structure

Director, Organizational
Effectiveness
-

• Other entrepreneurial types of activitynon-rental revenue like cell phone dish
rentals

• Internal restructuring
to focus on business
transformation

• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing programs
• Sold professional services (e.g. property
management, development consulting) to
other organizations

• Created a subsidy
organization

• Sold some properties/homes
• Sold professional services (e.g. property
management, development consulting) to
other organizations
• Bought land and developing community
land trust and mutual home ownership
models
•
• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing programs
• Intensified or redeveloped existing site(s)
• created tax levy funded rent subsidy
programs (non RGI)
• tax levy funded loan program for capital
repairs

Contact

• Developed business
plan for a community
contribution
corporation social
enterprise for new
developments
• Reorganized Housing
Services to reflect
functional alignment
(allow greater
specialization)

(Patricia_Tessier@och.ca)
Linda Boyer, Manager
(pach02@sasktel.net)

Mwarigha Muliwa, General
Manager
(mwarigham@peelregion.ca)
Darlene Cook, General Manager &
Chief Executive Officer
(dcook@ptbohousingcorp.ca)

Leo Hebert, Executive Director
(ed@pgmhs.com)

Rick Farrell, General Manager
(Rick.Farrell@york.ca)
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Housing
Organization
Silver Sage
Housing
Corporation
Tillsonburg NonProfit Housing
Toronto
Community
Housing
Vancouver Native
Housing Society

Province

Unit
Size

Saskatche
wan

5001,000

Ontario

100499

Ontario

1,000+

British
Columbia

5001,000

Wood Buffalo
Housing &
Development
Corporation

Alberta

1,000+

WoodGreen
Community
Services

Ontario

5001,000

Type of new and/or expanded activities
• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing programs
• Intensified or redeveloped existing site(s)
• Sold some properties/homes
• Partnered with private sector
-

• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing programs
• Intensified or redeveloped existing site(s)
• Sold some properties/homes
• Social procurement
• Intensified or redeveloped existing site(s)
• Added hotel and art gallery to existing
site
• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing programs
• Sold some properties/homes
• Generated new revenues from non-social
housing activity (e.g. built homes for sale)
• Other entrepreneurial types of activityProperty and land development including
residential and light industrial
subdivisions and commercial retail space
for lease.
• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing programs, Sold
professional services (e.g. property
management
• Development consulting) to other
organizations

Change in
organizational
structure
• Expanded market
portfolio

Maynard Sonntag, President/ CEO

• Created a subsidy
organization

Stephen Culig, Property Manager

• Created a subsidy
organization
• Taken on two social
enterprises
-

Contact

(msonntag@silversage.ca)

(totil@golden.net)

Hugh Lawson, Director of
Strategic Planning & Stakeholder
Relations

(hugh.lawson@torontohousing.ca)
David Eddy, Chief Executive
Officer
(deddy@vnhs.ca)

Bryan Lutes, President/ Chief
Executive Officer
(bryan@wbhadc.ca)

• Merged/amalgamated
with other organization

Anne Babcock, President/ Chief
Executive Officer
(ababcock@woodgreen.org)
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Housing
Organization

Province

Unit
Size

Société
d'habitation et de
développement de
Montréal

Quebec

1,000+

British
Columbia

8000+

Ontario

1,000+

British
Columbia

1,000+

Saskatche
wan

100499

BC Housing

Ontario
Aboriginal
Services

Affordable
Housing Society
Namerind Housing
Corporation

Type of new and/or expanded activities
• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing programs
• Sold some properties/homes
• Generated new revenues from non-social
housing activity (e.g. built homes for sale)
• Replicated options for homes- access
Condo" to build 3000+ affordable condos
• Facilitating new development; purchase
of SRO and rehabilitations for homeless
supportive housing
• Transfer of assets to community sector;
transfer of underlying title of leased
properties
• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing programs
• Sold some properties/homes
• Generated new revenues from non-social
housing activity (e.g. built homes for sale)
• Other entrepreneurial types of activity Property and land development including
residential and light industrial
subdivisions and commercial retail space
for lease.
• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing programs; merged and
acquired smaller providers
• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing programs
• Intensified or redeveloped existing site
(s)
• Sold some properties/home
• Generated new revenues from non-social
housing activity (e.g. pharmacy, installed
solar panels)
• Other entrepreneurial types of activity
(retail mall purchase, social enterprises)

Change in
organizational
structure
• Created a subsidy
organization

-

-

• Other: taken on social
enterprises, creating
separate entities for
social enterprises and
created the Namerind
Development
Corporation, created
CEO Advisory
Committee

Contact

Allan Gaudrault
(AGaudreault@shdm.org)

Shayne Ramsay, Chief Executive
Officer
(sramsay@bchousing.org)

Don McBain, Executive Director
(dmcbain@oahssc.ca)

Bob Nicklin, Chief Executive
Officer

(bnicklin@affordablehsg.com)

Robert Byers, Chief Executive
Officer
(rbyers@namerind.com)
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Housing
Organization

Province

Unit
Size

Lynnhaven Society

British
Columbia

<100

Type of new and/or expanded activities
• Purchased other properties outside of
social housing programs
• Intensified or redeveloped existing site
(s)

Change in
organizational
structure
-

Contact

Lenoa Watts, Executive Director
(lynnhave@telus.net)
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